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Herald Staff Walter work on prevention, to atop what's already 
TERRACE--" Wife battering and child happening through education' • and 
abuse are not pretty subjects to talk about, counsellinl~, and secondly, to make the 
but the Sexual Assault Help Line has set up children aware that these things m'e wrong 
an information booth in the Terrace Mall to and that they need not happen." : 
distribute pamphlets and inform the public The help line .was established in 
just hew serious this problem really is. September, 1982, and was originally 
Marsha Lloyd, coordinator for the" designed to provide relief for assault 
service, says that although sexual assault victims, however, in the recent past, they 
is a problem in Terrace, it mostly goes ha%,eexpandedtheircounselling S0rvice~ to 
unreported because the. victims usually include helping young children ~recover 
decide not to press charges, from attacks or incident# of abuse, 
She blames this on the length of time it The service also refers the victims to 
normally takes a'rape case to gp~through government ~gencies that can provi4e 
the courts, usually one to one and a half more assistance or further resolve the 
yeara, matter. 
And in the end, it's usually the victim that Indealing With childabuse, the help line 
gets treated worse than the person  is planning to introduce a program called 
committMg the crime, the CARE kit into t.wo Terrace schools 
"We don't question avictim Of a robbery during the eurrent school year." CARE 
When that person hands over their means Child Abuse Research and 
valuables to escape with their lives,, ~he Education. 
explains, "yet when a person is raped, the The kit will be going into • Copper 
victim's-motives are 'exarnfned just as " Mountain Elementary School and' Kiti 
thoroughlyastherapista!Hercredibilityis ~'shan Primary School, and through 
questioned." special classes'with e kit, children will be 
Shedoes admit though, that she l~ not, introduced to recognizing the privacy I O f
looking to the courts foi' the final answer, their bodies, and what todo when someone' 
"Incarceration without reatment is not violates that privacy. . - . . .  
theanswer, beeauseapersongulngintojail. The kit is .basically made up of ' f2  
with those idea'~ floating around in his head coloured iagrams that explain such ~gs 
willusually come hack into societywith the as feelings,, private• body parts "and "why 
same problem," they are p['ivate, good: touches, and bad 
Mr. Lloyd says that at the ~ moment, touches, being cautious with strangers, and, 
society in  general doesn't ,whnt I to Who to talk to~ when 'some th,ing happens 
acknowledge that this problem exists, that that is wrong. 
perhaps by ignoring it, it will disappear, The kit will be going through the first 
Thisisexaetlywhatthehelplinewantsto' three primary grades as well as 
change,,to make surethat if thereis a kindergarten, but t~ere will .he kits 
problem in the home with the hushai~d available for higher grades as well, 
beating the wife0r the uncle molesting the sometime in the.luCre. 
children, that hey have someone to turn to The Sexual Assault Help Line will be in 
for counselling and help. • the Terrace Mall for the entire week of Feb. 
"In most eases, this problem is starting'. 6 to 11 and ff you have any questions about 
right in.the home," she says, "involv|ng their services or would just llke to talk, 
parents, relatives, and sometimes close come dowp and find out what they'reall 
family friends. Our goal at the agency is to about, 
' . . - . ,  . . . 
Churches  seek porn bun 
/ Lar ry  Surkan,  genera l  rhanager  of the Ter race  Co.op, ih rough toMarch  2. Rene p layed a Viol in p iece ent i t led  I TORON'I'O. icP) ' -  changing their children at because they want 
presents Ta lentwest  w inner  Rene Leydler ,  of  Ter race  - "Po l i sh  Dance"  as  she provedSunday  even lng ' that  she I Church leaders in. Canada the beach, . souvenirs.- 
with a cheque for $50 and an all expenses paid trlp tOthe " has been studying the violin for a V, erylongtime, are.. urging, tbe~, U,S.. Many pedophiles have "Whyasouvernir? They 
;~ /alentwest finals to be h'eld in Saskatoon on Feb. 28 • - ,  .,.government to : sign a quantities and varieties of can never have a long. 
• - , . . . .  i blilat~ral treat~' banning ihe material so vast that they lasting relationship. The 
" . • i , t~ansmission of :'~lx)r- often catalogue it using a child grows up." 
! " • " :.. . nographic broadcasts from: system that would• "rival Launing's "material - -  
Lockout me.ans  job and do!lar  Soar 
i . . ~ , ..~. ". :.~, . the  United States into 'theDewey decimalsystem which included photos of 
Canada.. ' ' i.:.i~. ' ., : . in the libraries," he said. mutilated and dismem; 
' : ..i " ..i~ . At ~an ini~tnationa! S0me even use home bered.childre'n~--.was .the 
• "•~ ...... i ~':•~ii. i •. , " : ..... "~.:~.!i' ;='~;~ .,'ii,~°::','/i•~ :j~ ..... ' " '  vmlence 'and pgrppgrap.hy fro;marion 0n':their y0ung'. "Mhost;o£.=images. ~:used • by 
;~ '  : ~ : : ;  . . . . . . . . .  ~ ; . . . . . . . . . . .  ~: . . . . .  ~:~!!~!i/~/;;-~::;:~:~;~!i~'~ ,~i~ = sy..~l~siun) " On'- ";;media Co=nuters to  record "id;': moat,grai~bi~lly violent in 
The cash register at Norm McLaren's con- months dway, ihe: ~let, beaeh-troni con~- we'll be right I~lck into labor i~roblems, We in - Toronto* on'. 'Sunday, victims or as el'ectronic speakers to illustrate ~e 
I venienee store in Campbell River will be munity of 17,000 .on northeastern Vancouver. need stability in this town." 
quieter this week as the small businessman Island will feel the pinch now that 400 workers The 40,000-member woodworkers " union church officials caned on bulletin boards" for other effects of sexually violent 
~; becomes an imwilling victim in the million- are without a weekly paycheque, signed the deal ~ nowage increase in the first President Ronald Reagan to perpetrators, material. 
year, four-per-cent'in the s~eond and 4,5-per- propose legislation'. " to' KIDS RECORDED A group of psychologists 
dollar bacid.ash of a pulp and paper, industry "And there'il be more," .says McLaren,. cent in tbe third ~ but thepulp unionsi' insisting Congress preventing U.S. 
• lockout in British Columbia, immediate past-pre.~identlof the B.C, Chamber . . . Lansing also descrii)ed presented research on the 
:~; The industry, determined toforce a contract of Commerce. ';Tlie. i(wood) chip suppliers their industry is in better shape than 'the satellites from ibringing written material and audio- influence .pornographic 
~•~ agreement.after seven months without one, won't have anywher  to. send their product. Imp ber sector, want a tw0-year deal, improved indecent or " obscene • recordings • in which movies have on men and 
says last Thursday's !ockout of 12300 unionized Loggers, truckers-- theyall get caught up in it. pensions and no concessions (such as losing' programs into Canada. sexually .ab~sed children their reactions to women 
~' employees at20 pulp and paper mills will mean •. "A lengthy 'shutdown could really have a statutory holidays.) Base ]'ate in the industry is Anglican, O;tholic and were forced to admit they after prolonged exposure to 
a direct loss of $1o a million a day in reventie .devastating effect, particularly in towns like $12.96 anhour. Pentecostal churchleaders enjoyed the experience, such material. 
- also asked Reagan to en- ."This is particularly Nell Malamuth, a 
and wages. •this one arid in Port Alberni, Prince George - COULD BE LONG force current legislation, devastating to the child psychologist at the 
!~! But as the ripple effect of what could be a places where the pulp mills are an integral part Dick Lester, the hard-nosed president of the prohibiting the exporting of because it is a permanent University.of Manitoba and 
lengthY shutdown begins to engulf sawmill of the community." ' Pulp and Paper Industrial.Relations Bureau, pornography. . record," he said., the University of California 
workers, truckers, loggers and others, the job TOWN HURTING . • the industry's bargaining arm, said Saturday About 85 per cent of Lanning 'said child in Los Angeles, said that in 
and dollar losses will soar. Already, nearly One such place is Mackenzie, asmall town of that the dispute won't be resolved quickly, pornographic material molesters keep volumes of a study of 1,000 men, one- 
1,500woi'kers have been idled and, with the two 5,800 buried in a tree-lined valley 170 imported • into Canada material, partly to convince third said there was some 
pulp unions insisting they won't resume kilometres north of Prince George. "Idon'tthinkit'slikely,tobeshort, noneofus  0r!ginates in. the United the children -- and then~- likelihood they wofild" rape 
bargaining before Feb. 15, thee/sands more B.C. Forest Products and Finlay Forest ever did," Lestersaid~.~'OnceTou're downyou States, selves - -  that it is ac- women if they could get 
could be sent" home soon. 'Products locked out225employees at their pulp tend to stay down for a Ibng time." 
~ John Sherlock; President ceptable, partly away with it. ~i: The effect on McLaren's 35-year-old, 'six- . mills and secondary picketing by the 5,500- Lester admits the inldast~y.is trying to force and 
employee stere won't be as visible, but. it member Pulp, 'Paper and Woodworkers of the unions inf0bargan, ffg how befoi'e.contracts of the Cdnadian Conference " B o n k  c h a n g e s  
demonstrates hpw vulnerable the'province is Canada, has idled 600 International Wood- .in Eastern CanadaJ expit:~ in' ea¢ly spring, of Catholic Bishops, is 
.:~/ .... . . . . . . .  writing to Reagan about the. 
when management in. the vital forestry in- workers of Ame~;ica members at the two forest .allowing the U.nlons to.put,adddmnal pressure proposals and 'Anglican 
dustry -- which accounts for 50 cents of every, companies' awmill operations. On. The industr~ alsq, believes that there Will be • Archbishop Edward Scott Herald staffWrlter 
dollar earned in,B.C. -- locks horns with its "Outside of the few shopkeepers, I'don't hink better pulp and  newsprint markets in the will ask colleagues later ibis TERRACE-- In a move that will streamline operations, 
unions. . anybody's working,. . here/' said Ald. Jim Earl 'a : .spr ing. ,  . , " . ,  '...i. "'.' - ., . . 'week to urge their the Terrace and District Credit Union will be redticing its 
Situated in an industrialized ;sectlon oL locked out millwright at B.C. Forest Products. : Br=t=sh Cohlmbta~produces.about one- h=rd of four 
Campbell River'-- the self-pr0claimed salmon Andiftheylet this thing go o's for a while; this '.:. :Canada Swoodpulp andjust over 20 per cent of :.parishioners to launcl~ a staff by job positions, . . . . . . .  , , , . . . . . . . .  similar letter:wrlting Manager Dennis Brewer said Friday that the unions 
fishing capital of theworld -- McLaren's'store place is going to be hurting." ' , "  • the country Snewsprint'. Industry analysts ay objective 'is to streamline operations by having the 
also is on tile road toCr0wn Forest Industries ''~ , Earl, 55,'w-h'o believes there is so muchl/~it " a shutdd~vn'of twowe~ks Or less will have a campaign.. Elk Falls pulp mill. • ' ' . Symposium organizer remaining tellers retrained to handle more banking 
stake that the provincial government will.get" minimal Impact on markets, but a long-term operations. 
"WON'T BE COMING • involved in the contract hassle,/says: he's , shutdowil"will crea(e sUpply.'restrictions that David Scott said in an in- 
"There's anatural tie-in," McLaren said in a ~ • willing. 'to: accept he three-year C0ntract of-, . could, p~sh prices, up :fdr pulp and possibly lawstervieWdothatnotU'S','deal' • withbr°adcast unionsThe terminatiOnSoperation, th seWill beingaffect thehreecustomerareas Ofservicethe creditand 
telphone interview Sunday.. "We get guys . fered by the companies, but rejected by his newsprint, benefiting foreign competitors, satellite transmission, lending department, and the posting di~'iaion; 
Brewer says that in the future, customers will no longer stopping in for cigarettes on their way to work union and the ~anadian PaperworkersUnion,. Lester.said province's reputation as a sup- which is blamed for in- have to wait in two lineups when they have different 
and "they pick up the groceries on their way representing 7,200 w0rkers. " plier of pulp won't be tested by the lockout. 
home. "Some of these younger guys in the mill al'e We ha~,e a reputation of being ~n unreliable creased violent rock videos banking transactions to perform because toilers will be 
and pornographic movies trained to handle all transactions that may take place, 
"We're not bringing in any inventorY. You easily led. We've almost got.a year.off the supplier already and our customers have told beamed into" Canadian The credit union is also plauniflg to partition the building 
just don't know how long it's going to last." contract now (theprevious agroementexpired us that it doesn't enhance our situation to homes. 
. to make space available for leasing to interested buslness's • With the tourist and fishing season still June 30, 1983) and if we sign a twb-ye~ir deal simply sit and wait for the unions to move." HARMS SOCIETY and that with the reduction in office space, the operation of 
. .. ' : Speakers at the day.long the credit union will be able to offer the customer more battle Lebanese s,_,,o repeatedly efflcientservico. Moslem militiamen hammered, home the • message to a sell-out crowd 
of about 75O that" por- 
nography is harmful ,o INSIDe BEIRUT (CP) -- Moslem militiamen poured The army imposed an indefinite curfew and their h0mesor in.to nearby buildings for cover, society. 
through the heart of Beirut today in running said anyone found on the streets would.be shol or sounded their car horns in panic as they tried An FBI special agent 
battles with the Lebanese Army, and the on sight, ; " to drive through jammed intersections, warned that no exceptions 
government appeared to have 'lost control ~0f But the sound of artillery, blasts:continuedio ' l~e  U.S .  Marine contingent in Beirul ap- should be made for artislic Sports Page s 4&5 
much of the capital's western half, "' ' " ' " ' shake~he city .past the truce deadline, parently was not going to the aid of the em- or literary freedom in 
A top Moslem l~ader claimed that U.S.- CL~II~ CONtRoL :'~'~: ' .  
battled,Lebanese army, There was no direct Comics pages 6&7 
Th~ Druse' Moslem Vo]ce of the Mountain word from the marine headquarters at Beirut combat pornography, supported Lebanese President Amin Gemayel, / i ~ . . . . . . .  " • ~', . ,, " ' • legislation designed Io 
• whose cabinet resigned Sunday, is searching,,, radio kthd,, ~le~t-Wtng,, ~ationallst ~forces con- International Airport, as telephone exchanges especially that involving Classifieds pages 1 O&l 1 
for a new president, ti.0Hed all de~[~rsi 0fpredomi,antly'Moslem quickly began breaking down. but people children. " .... 
"The battle is about to end; Lebanon's little . West belrnt.:~:,l~ ' ' " '  " ' -": - ' fleeing to the city centre "from the southern "When you have a cra~:k 
• I T I shah' (Gemayel) is on the'ver~e of colJapse,'~ ~ 'l'he rHghl-wing Ch¢istian Phalanglst radio :- : suburbs said the marines were not believed in the door' (an exception), r"  , 
the Moslem leader, Nablh B~rri of the"Shiite said a/.n~y./l~Sltlons through~ut~ the capital Involved in the fightlng. The airport was closed, you'd be surprised how " ' '~  
militia Areal, declared in a'radio r broddckst. ~ came under heavy fire from Moslem mllitias, 
Hts claim that the Maronlte Christian "', The bea~'y fighting hadengulfed several IN FIREFIGIIT much" stuff can pass' 'WHY BUY NEW? 
. . . .  through," sard Ken Lanning WHEN USEDWILL DOI president would resign soon couM not be ira- neighborhoods of West Beirut 'as ~mal .Earlier, marine spokesman Maj. Dennis of the FBI's behavioral 
mediately confirmed, militiamen and fighters of the leftist D/use B~)0ks Said the Lebanese antagonists were science research depart- Do youwantpartstofix upyourcar but your budget 
• Two U.S. Marines guarding the American movement look command of the stgeets, Which, battling around thebase, ment. won't allow it? Beat the high cost of new parts with 
and 'British embassies w~re wounded in a" et:hoed with artillery, rocket and mortar fire. r "There are rounds going off around us, and The audience listened in qualify used parts from 
firefight, witnesses reported. Government ~r00ps holed up •in IsOlated some going over our heads,".he said. "We are stunned silence as Lanning 
Later, the army command announced a' strongp0ints ol ~' pulled back into the ~ City's 'staying very close to ~)ur blinkers." showed slides of material S K B AUTO SALVAGE 
ceasefire at 4 p.m. Beirut time (9 a.m. EST) t3hHstian eastern sector. . . . . . .  " . " But a soldier reached by telephone at the collected by convicted • • • 
"a t  the request of political and religious ltwastheflJ-s[timeinweeksthatgunflrehad . "headquarters of the French contingent of the pedophiles,- including 635-2333 o¢ 635-9095 
leadershipsand an Areal representative .... A crackled through West Beirut t~eighborhoeds, 
pictures taken with committee ofofficers will be put in charge of As explosiOnS rocked the city and Palls- of ~ 3690 Duhen (iustoff Hwy. 16 E) 
.overseeing the ceasefire." smoke mushroomed, civilians dashed toward • See  Gamayel' page 3 telephoto lenses of mothers 
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Build up needed 
LONDON (AP) -- NATO should build up its conventional 
forces by using its high.technology superiority and produce 
chemical weapons to reduce its dependence on nuclear' 
weapons, British defense xports aid today. 
They said .this approach would lessen the chance of 
nuclear war with the Soviet Union. 
The British Atlantic Committee, a non-governmen~l 
group, stressed in its report that NATO's conventional 
forces are so inadequate and run down compared with those 
of the Warsaw Pact that there is a high risk NATO would 
have to resort o nuclear weapons very quickly if it were 
attacked. 
"The present (nuclear) weapons arsenals are.s~) fa r in 
excess of the nt~ds of dete~'rence," it said. 
The report proposed that NATO should' withdraw .all 
battlefield nuclear weapons in favor of precision-guided 
munitions, such as anti-tank missiles, guided artillery 
shells and cruise missiles with conventional warheads. 
So-celled smart weapons -- which pick their targets -- 
together with other electronic advances could neutralize 
the Warsaw Pact's uperiority innumbers, thus raising the 
nuclear threshold, the nine-man group said. 
SUGGESTS REVIEW 
The report, Diminishing the Nuclear Threat, echoed' 
other prominent voices calling for a review of the 14- 
country alliance'~ strategy of "flexible response" to 
combat any,Warsaw Pact,invasion of, :western. Europe., 
This entails a gradual~esc~ation ; n NATO's' response, 
Starting With conven.tional forces, then to tactical bat- 
tlefield nuclear weapons and finally to long-range nuclear- 
tipped missiles. 
"The concept of controlled, step-by-step escalation is 
impracticable nonsense in an.,unpredictable and largely 
uncontrollable and chaotic situation," the report said. • 
It added: "Technology offers the prospect of removing • 
the need to employ such a comprehensive spectrum of 
nuclear weapons as both sides now possess, and enables us 
to think clearly and positively for the first time about a 
minimum deterrent." 
The report said: "The West possesses too many weapons 
.systems and means of delivery for the task it is trying to 
achieve. SO, too~ does the Soviet Union.'.' 
It said the alliance would still need some nuclear 
weapons, but far fewer than at prese.nt. It .questioned 
whether the West should seek to match the growing Soviet 
arsenal and deploy nuclear missiles in forward positions in 
Europe. 
FIGHT 30-DAY WAR 
The survey, carried out over two years, was published 
i two months after allied defence n'dnisterssignalled a fresh 
effort o bolster NATO's conventional weapons to be able to 
fight the 30-day war military planners use as their yard- 
stick. ' 
But many of the alliance's European members uspect 
that the trend toward emerging 'technologies, or ET in 
military jargon, means a major sales drive fo r U.S. arms 
manufaclurers. 
The committee is headedby the marshal' of the Royal Air 
Force, Lord Cameron, former chief of Britain's defence 
staff. It includes Gen. Hugh Beach, commander of the 
army's engineer cm;ps, and Sir Frank Cooper, former 
permanent undersecretary at the Defenee Ministry. 
The report follows signs of strain between the United 
States and its European allies over alliance policy and the 
start of the deployment of more than 500 cruise and Per: 
shing 2 missiles in western Europe. 
That deployment has ~troused protests in Britain and 
other European countries and Moscow has countered by 
siting medium-range SS.22 and possibly SS-23 missiles in 
East Germany. 
The committee called for strong guidelines of "con- 
fidence and conduct" to be built up between East and West. 
HIRHAH 
., ~ ' -~  
"Lily, see if there's anything 
O n the 6 o'¢!o¢k news about it.', 
! , . .  ( , t  
ase rn i';;b:est of bad situation Purch ...... .......... • i a ?es 
PITTSBURGH (Ap);: .~ U:S. Steei Corp.'s controversial': "The s t~ ln~: i s . i l l e :  Mekest induntry ~at y0u can 
pla n to buy Natmna! Stec! Corp,:js the ailing giant s latest', imagine. It s fa, r,.wor~ th~n. most:pen.pie I~lteved.:: ,  
effort to make ~e best of. a badsituatiod in the iroubled, MADE BIG 'JOB.ICUTS "~i'~": / " i  .:.i :~ . . : '  ,i . "  • 
steel-making business, say industry exverts ' . .. The company made the industry.s largestsingle job cuts 
They re in an absolute haun~ of a dilemma. :said -m 1979 by,ehm~nating..sotne..13,6C0- -ition~,.then a 
Charles Bradford, steel analyst~for Merrill Lynch; Pier~e. nousced Dec.;" 27'th|it',m10thei ~ 15;400 jobs Would go by'June. 
Fender and smith of New York.i:,: ~.:', ~ - . •:~ ~ ~ It has fi!ed:trade~Suitslag~ii!s~ T ~ird~WoHd~steelproducers, 
"You can't afford to mode~!ze because there's no return!' the newest :raiders of ~fs:once,secure markets; and is lob- 
On investment, but you can t afford not to 'modernize; ' hying Con gi:~s for tough~barriers~against llsteelimporta. 
becausc Of what will happen latei'.' So you,ve~ got .to buy: .Two ~ 'years~:ago; ~iri he:second-largesL iak~veri'!n U.S. 
somebody else." . . : ~./: ~, !"~.:; , ' • : cor~ratehidto~Y,i!t acqulred Marath6ri 0i!';~rpi..for $6.2 
• u.s. steel, the largest. American steel:producer, is'. billion, hoping toestabllsh' a reliable revenue:base: , 
quirmmg to ease the d~scomfort ofpainfully high levels of. Now U.S. Steel is going after the National Intergroup Inc. 
subsidiary whose relat!vely modern; apecinlized facilities 
enabled itto be ~e.first American-ateelmaker.to emerge 
from the induntry's'deepest slump since the Great 
Depression. ;:~ .i " ..~:. 
National, which cut its capacity to5.9 milhon tonnes a 
year from 12 million tonnes and tailored its products to the 
auto ,and appliance markets,-:was .the only major 
steelmaker tooperate p~fital~ly in the]astthree,quarters 
steel imports,, low demand for products, re!atively old, 
inefficient facil!ties and labor rates that exceed thoae paid 
by overseas competitors and by. smalil s~ec!alized 
steelmakers known as mini-mills . . . .  ,. , 
"U.S. Steel is trying to salvage something frona this awful 
mess that it's in," said a Pittsburgh-based analysl.who 
cited close ties With company officials i.n asking noLtobe 
named. ' • 
WASHINGTON ('AP) : .  
The loss of two key in- 
formants about Salvadoran 
death squads,  one possibly 
m'urdered for what he knew 
- -  has undermined ~e U.S. 
Embassy's investigation of
El Salvador's right-wing 
violence, administration 
Officials say. 
The officials, who spoke 
on condition they not be 
identified, said losing 'the 
sources - and not an in- 
tentional coVer-up by the 
Reagan administration -- 
explains the failure to act 
against Miami-based exiles 
linked to the killings Or 
against rightist leader 
Roberto D'Aubuisson. 
Last week, .Robert White, 
former U.S. ambassador to
El Salvador, accused the 
administration of con- 
cealing evidence im~ 
at, on underm' ned Investig i
. . . .  , , ' : /  , - . - .  . .  
• "Lat'n America . . . . .  • D Auhuissan, an ex- plicating D'Aubulsson in the ~ . • ~ , q - ~, '1 , "- ,# . • . . . . .  ; 1 • + 
' BuF~.administrati0n ' ::of- . milltary~ Intelligence;: or- 1980 murder of :~::.:EI 
SalVador's Roman Calhoiic ficials-famll!ar/~vith e fk:er~, has denied in- 
" archbishop. Widte atso"sdld e ~,id~nce. d!~pu'ta i White's "v~l~,ement ,~ in the! atill- 
• the administration has'clone cover-up charge;saying.tlie, unsolved assassination of 
littlewithinformaUon~nslx inf0rmation-is! fa.r., from Romero, "who was. con- 
wealthy Salvad0rans". in conclusive .and,:in. -some sidered by Salvadoran 
. . . .  ' ' " cases . has' heed Cbn rightists to be sympathetic Mmmr who, he" ,charged, , ' - . 
direct death'squdd:;:ac'tivity, tr'adi~ted by other e~nbassy ' to the left. • 
';For threc.~,.yea~,s the • re'~ r^tsp~' tiled after • Whlt~-'~" ,, The officials . . . .  said the 
Reagan::administr~ti0n~as denarture=_ .:.' . , :~  :~;". "'; , embassy lost contact., . ,With 
: '~: ' ' :":if:: "" " the. source of  Int0nnation 
'pretended Jt did.n~t ~:~nw' The Officials also'sald the about the ' Miami exiles 
that death SqUads" ihnd embas§y has .Iosi c0ntact when the U.$,. foreign 
" military butchery -re'el ~ in- with the two Salvadoran service officer who had 
trinsic features :16~ i~e sources who provided, the dealt wltli'ihim'was brought 
government.and rail,taw Of information' cit'edby.Whlte ba'~:k t~' the~Uni'ted States'in 
. El  Salvador,'".said.:~Whi~e, last week; 1982, The informant, afraid 
who: "was fired::as~'am- .. • One official •said the  : for  his Itf~, refused to talk 
bassador" by Pi;esident military officer "wilo;' ira- with anyone eli]e 'and has' 
Reagan in Ja,ua~:.i981i plicated D'Aul~ulss~ i/1.~the since.drol}ped out of sight, 
White was expected, to assassi~iation f Archbishop the officials said. 
expand on his acciiS~tions Oscar Arnulto R0m~ei'o was • "The .... • information 
during~ testimony~.~: today 'murdered in San.salvadbi'. available to us is limited 
before~:~:~the f Hous'e ,. of ' ~ :abou~ two years' .ago:,, . . . . .  
Rep~res~ntatlvss, :.:' f0r~ign . . . ,. , ... -.:..and. incomplete, .and no 
"probabzy ~ecause o~ ~v.hat c0nelusiohs can ,be drawn: 
affairs subcommittee "on he;knew." " - from: 'it," said" 
Department spokesman 
Alan R0mberg. 
WANT EVIDENCE . 
The skimpiness of ~ U.S. 
evidence about "the~rightist 
death squads in El Salvador 
has long been criticized by 
Congress an.d opponents of 
the administration's 
. military backing' for the 
of 1983. • . . . . .  auto sales 
• After a 33.2-per-eent r~== ,- . . . .  er. cent "k  
re ex cted to climb another !1 P ' r ' " '  ~° '' " 
shiPme;is~ a pe for strong demand f~)r National~i~fiat~ year, rinsing hopes . . .~ . :.!.. 
rolled products. " '~'::~:~:. 
LOST $3.2 I~,ILLION ' . . . ' ',:;;~:.i: 
Steelmakers lost a total of $3,2 billion during me yea~,~me 
American Iron and Steel Institute says." "'::i " " 
The merger with National was announced Wedn~'~' ,  
,, the day after U.S. Steel broke company records In re~i'l~g ' 
1983 losses of $1,16 billion, including $983 million inlth~;l~t 
three months of the year, the fourth-worst quar.ter !nU.S. -" '~ :~I. 
corporate history. 
Analysts disagree over whether the proposed :~m-  
hination of America's No. I and No. 7 steel produeers:~vill 
win approval from federal regulators. '~:~:f "
"I believe the government understands these thlngk'ba~'e 
become necessary," said Joe Wyman of ShearsOn 
American Express. ~: 
"I don't think it's going to fly," Bradford disagreed, 
"National is the No. 3 flat-rolled steelmaker and.U,S~ Steel 
is No. I. It's very misleading to call National NO. 7. I would' 
almost bet that you'll have customers complainlng!ni!his 
case." " :  
Experts also disagree in analyzing which forces over:the 
last decade have cut industry employment o 252,000 t~'m .. 
510,000 and domestic shipments to 67 million tonneg~from 
112 milliontonnes, while raising the mm'ket share 'ottim. 
ports to 20from 12 per cent. ~":':" 
complained abbUt he CIA's 
*'dearth of firm in- 
formation" about rightist 
viulenc¢. Administration 
• officials blamed the lack of 
intelligence on .the hoed to 
focus attention on leftist 
activities andthe difficulty 
of penetrating clandestine 
right-wing roups.. . 
private .human • rights 
groups in E l  Salvador, in- 
cluding one -sponsored by 
the RomanCatbolic church, 
have chm'ged that the 
military and allied 
paramilitary groups are 
responsible for about 80 per 
cent of the,. 47,000 political 
murders ..in El Salvador 
since 1979: 
In testimony submitted to 
a House subcommittee last 
week, White charged that 
the  administration has 
"covered Up" evidence that 
D'Aubuisson held a'Iottery'" 
of • military officers to see 
who would have the 
"honor", of assassinating 
the archbishop, Who. was 
shot dead whilesaying mass 
March 24, 1980. . ' :: 
Don't blame us says NASA 
HOUSTON tAP) -- If you order an electric widget from a a 35,887,kilometre orbit in sync with Earth's. 
Investors delaye d 
REGINA (CPI -- More than a dozen Hong Konginvest0rs 
anxious to leave the British colony have been delay~i n 
" their "move to Saskatchewan byred tape. '' :':'~ 
All have plans to immigrate to rural communiti~::~th 
populations under 2 000 scattered around the provide'." " 
Government-sponsored n wspaper advertisemefi~ ~ in
1982, aimed at. attracting .needed businessmeri;~and 
rofessionals to s ecific communities, caught hence Of " P . . P .: .,~, 
pravafe ~mmigration consultants in Vancouver. : ' 
The consultants brought the ads to the attention 0f;flieir 
Hong Kong clients. 
China's 98-yeur lease to Britain of Hong Kong'@New 
Territories, comprising 92 per cent of the celony's'%nd 
area, expires in 1997 and the two countries are in the 
process of negotiating sovereignty ,for Hong Kong. 
The ads, part of the Saskatchewan government's com- 
munity economic development program, listed nine centres 
seeking businesses such ~;s a f0st-food outlet, clothing~s~re 
and bakery. . '~ 
The federal immigration service "has slowed everytlling 
down to a crawl," said Randy Chambers, chairman of the 
economic development committee in Watrous, ~ 80 
kilometres outheast of Saskatoon. " , 
"Businesses ha~,e been soldl but they can't get hel, e.'" 
WAITED A YEAR • 
Chambers said he is unsure what is taking so long. Some 
property was purchased a year ago but the owners have yet 
to arrive from Hong Kong. . ~, 
mail-order house and it explodes the first time you plug it But sornething went wrong on the first rocket firing, the acquiring stock to open businesses. ........ 
in, do you blame the postman who delivered, it? • satellite did not respond to ground signalsand appeared to " . ' • • 
Probably not. And that's the position NASA is takina on ~ ,be lest.'Westar V.I was found Stmday -- but in the wrong" 'Mayor Dale ApPle said the immigrants at;rived in Sep- 
the Westar satel.lite that failed to go into the correct o°rl;it '' "orbit. . . .  • tembar and hope to open a Chinese restaurant and.clothing 
after being launched by the space shuttle Challenger and • A ground station succeeded in chungipg the salellite's 'store this spring. . , • :;~./ 
has been described as a "total loss." attitude so that its batteries could be charged' by the sun's " I t '  " ' ..... 
"Our responsibility ends once we have deployed the energy., said Bill Zegler, a spokesman for Western Union. (the program) was much more successful than I 
satellite," ssidflight director Randy Stone: Other National . "As far as we know, we b.ave a spacecraft (satellite) really expected," said Apple, an accountant, !'We also 
Aeronautics and Space Administration officials have joined that's on the wrong orbit that s completely .healthy," he expect a tire shop, car wash and auto dealership tO be set:up 
in the chant to make sure the world knows that NASA just said. here in the next few weeks. 
delivers atellites ~- it doesn't guarantee that lhey'il work. ;A TOTAL LOSS' " ': " " I  don't think tl~ere was any resentment,'People ~were 
That's up to the customer. However, with no hope,of raising the. satellite tb' its 
. . . . .  quite pleased to see them come to our town. It broadens our "We're just a trucking firm," said a NASA sPokesman, planned orbit, Zeg'ler said, "! think it 'sa total loss.," goods and service " ~ . , bdslnesses- "We just take something from here and deliver it there. I f  ~"Woatern Union Invested $75 million in th~ Westar}'and a ...... " : . . . .  ; - 
the customer has ordered n faulty product, that's his loss would be covered by Western Uni0n,d($i00;milllon i P "~'r' :: . . . .  ' " "~ ' ' ' " 
problem." insurance l~olicy, which cost $6/million in premiums, , : i~ i :  
problem, ifldeed.'It'salsoa problem for Hughes Aircraft, wouldcome from the'l°sa°f revenue the'satellite wouid i i:~nem~n;S;bllcAllrllt:r~::ts~l/' " ' . ' / i  I~  ~i~e~d!~i 'III ~ 
manufacturer' of the communications atellite. . have brought while |n operation, " . . I 
FORCED BY 8PRINGS . . . .  : ~ Hughes ~itcraft is anxious to 'find the cause Of Westar's - hey, should 'be submitted 48 hours In ' i i ' : l  
Westar left ~hailedgPj" precisely as planned, at the failure'because the company has sold the same type, o f  
scheduledtime and place, on Friday. A tui~table started satellite to a .numbor of customers. Four suci; ~atelllies advance of desired publication date. We: 
the 3,3lg-kll0gram satellite spinning at ~ revolutions a bave"been successfully launched on earlier shullle do, however, retain the right to refuse to.~ i 
minute in the shuttle cargo bay,' Then, forced by tour miasions, ..... ' ' ' ' . . .  p r in t  le t ters  on grounds of possible l ibel.;, ! 
powerful springs, it =:ose •majestically from its nest and Despltetheproblem, NASA'sMissl0nControl aseuredthe or bad:taste. We may alsoedit letters for". 
moved smoothly away into the blackness of spate. That • astronauts: "We want tb co~rtgratulate'you 0n a fantastic style and length. All letters to be ~ 
ended the $10-mill/un job NASA had agreed to do. laUnCh (of the sate~iite),.You did a greiit Job." . . . .  considered for publlcetlon , must be. 
• Afte=' that, an automalic sequencer on the Westarwas to Some viewed lhe statement as an tffol;t to assure the signed.. It Is impossible to pi'int a letter i, • 
ignite a solid-rocket •engine Called the Payload Assist r aStronaufii that Westar's failure was not theii' fauit. The 'submitted within 24 hours o f  desired ' 
Module. The thrust was to send the satellite to a higher astrOnauts and Challenger. delivered am promised, says 
orbit, Later, a sacond recket engine was to push the craft to NASA- -  it:was the cimton~erTnmchine that falledi ' publication date. i • ; 
• I 
J 
building has been purchased by one Hong Kong family for a 
children's wear store, two cafes have been sold to others 
and land has,been purchased to develop a dry-cleaning 
plant. 
"There was some curiosity at the beginning," he said 
when asked if residents are upset with the foreign investors 
moving into the town. 
"Some were uptight -- that we were beingl~ughl 0U! -- 
but it was nothing very serious." 
Ray Boys, the provincial government's program 
director, estimates each Hong Kong investor will b'~ng 
about $150,000 in capital to Saskatchewan. . . ; 
Businessmen who had made commitments to immigrate 
to Loader, near the Alberla-Saskatchewan border, and 
Kipling, in the •southeast near Moose Mountain provincial 
park, are also 0mong those still overseas. : ~. 
"They were supposed to be here Feb. 1," said Ken:Sob- 
maltz, a meat m.arket operator in Loader, about: i80 
kilometres northwest of Swift Current. "There Was a, snag 
in immigration." ' 
RENT IS PAID 
Rent on a building to be used as a jewelry stbre has been 
paid until April, he said. . ,,:: 
Hong Kong businessmen areinyesiigating Another two 
the possibility of building a small mall in' Leader/ ,  !~: 
Scott Kearns, co-publisher'of the weekly newspaper,in 
'Kipling, said the eomnmnity is also waiting for its new 
"' residents. • • . . . . . . . . .  
"They've opened bank accounts here, but they're Still in 
Hang Kong," he said. "There has been no adverse reac~ion 
to foreign investmenL nothing derogatory." / ) '=  i:' 
Meanwhile, in Preeceville, about' 100 kilometres north of 
Yorkton, "two families are remodelling buildings and 
• Salvadoran government in
• : ' __ • . . . . . .  He said the town could have brought some of the t~t~ble its war against .leliiS! ~ . ~ . . ... .... :: . . . .  • .... ~ -:,.,~m : .~. 
.~ij~rJil~i~l, .... ~,, .,: .-,,,!., ......... on,!tself because it asked.that• a!i i~mlg,r~ts ~ ~l~]y  
, , ' . , . , . , _ .~  .'.'~..,,,,~ ~..~; ' , ,~  ,, :. ~ . .  scrutinized in abid to preVent"l~6ple frb~ s[InplYbu~,]~,a 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  bumhess  and leaving it empty od~ they'arrive ih ~'~n~a. committee staff report 
n~,:,** ~ " Chambers, who operates a funeral home, said an empty 
I - -  - -  
' ' . . . . . .  a l i ve '  " but  Amer cans'r " "  " k lled  
• - , , . ' . ; : ;  , . • . , . . :~  • . . .  - , , '  , ' .2 "  ., . .  . . . . , ,  . , '~  , . , .~  
, ~ ? ~ . " .  _ . • , . • - . , :  , . . - . • 
" .IWLNNIPEG (OP).-- RCMP in Man~ltdba:breathed a sigh. They overflowed hoiels and motels in towns and cities 
,. o~relief.after noone wasi~ported killedinla'blizzard [hat.,.  along the Trans-Canada, which "connects.Winning Wi~ 
s~Sept through the province Saris'day, stranding'.hmidreds R~gina.and Thunder Ba~;, Ont. " ~"' ! ..... ~ ~~~! 
of motorists along highways, . . About ;250 pecplespent the night on cots in the provincial 
• !'We were actually ~tuite amazed that there wasn't alot of g0vern.ment building in Portage in westerfi ,Mani'toba. 
lmo_. P!e.wlth frost bite or half frozen," said Const. Mike An0ther.150wereputupinthelcearenaand `onthefl°dv°fa 
:Keugan of the Portage la Prairie detachmant df the RCMP,. :_remaurant.ln ste.  Anne, about 30 kilometres east of.:Win- 
i However, Minnesota, Iowa and the Dakotas.to ~e'seuth ..~ipeg~' ~ ' •  " ,  . . . . . .  . , 
We-dn't so lucky when the same .storm s~'stem,hit.U.S. TEMPERATURES LOW "' 
OffiCials say at least 2t People are deadb~a,use~of the :}~i~,tempei'atureatbat dipped below -~20. thedanger 
weamer. : : " ,, - -- . fr0m.~nd chill was extreme. 
' ' [ " "4~" 1 :  . . . . .  " " " " " ";-~b~re Wasn't much .snow actually coming down but 
In Manitoba, traffic ground to halt along the. Trans- ' visib|l~y was absolutely nil," Said Keegan, who adcled it 
CanadaHighway as windsgustlng up to 7o-kiiometres an .;was the worst blizzar~i he has Seen in Portage in a( least 
hour. reduced-visibility'{o zero In open m'eas.: ~': .~::".:~:." '.  "".'three years. " - . .  : : . • -' ~ i ' : i i  . . . .  
Throughoutthestorm, RCMPofflciers andsnowmol~ilers : :~"YoU couldn't see:the nd of your car. 
plucked stsnded motorists ~from their" cars along ' the high: : ' At 0no point'during the storm, 14 cars piled u'p in an ac- 
way . .  . . . . . . . . .  'eldest about hree, kitometres odtside Portage, No one was 
injured. ~. 
Phil Harder, manger of the Hi-Way Motel in Portage, said 
his 24-unit place was filled to the brim, mainly with people 
who couldn't continue their trip by car. 
"They had a considerable amount of car trouble -- the 
engines getting wet, all plugged with snow under the hood 
and their brakes giving out on them," said Harder. 
He said all the hotels in the city were full and he had to 
send about 35 car loads of people to the provincial govern-" 
ment bu i ld ing . .  
"It was really severe. We couldn't even see our sign' from 
the office in the front yard here." 
STREETS CLOSE 
'In Winnipeg, city police closed a number of streets on the 
outskirts to prevent cars from hitting stalled vehicles in the 
poor yisibility. 
A number of hockey games throughout Manitoba were 
postponed because teams were stranded by the storm. 
CAPE . CANAVERAL," revolutions, a minute 0il a and pilot Robert Gibson •communications network flights, Without a miss. 
Fla, tAP) . -  'Astronauts -turntable. 'At 10:13 a.m.-nianoeuvred the, Earth-. that serves the Indonesian The string Was broken 
aboard '..the U.S.. space EST, six latches released orbiting Challenger. to asafe . country of 13,000 islands as with Westar VI. There was 
Shuttle Challepger .'.and springs pushed the 13 ktlometres away tdatvoid ': well as the." Philippines, . evidence of at least a brief 
dispatched an Indoneslun twirling package away from, po~ssible damage to the ship Thailand, Malayasia, ignition. But rocket and 
communications satellite ' the shuttle, ' from the rocket firing~ The Singapore and Papua, New. ,satellite. rose only a few 
It wasaailiblting time for ' fifth ct:e.w, member, Bruce Guinea. The satellite's. 
.-the astronauts, .Mission McCandless, ~onitored the name means national 
Control, ~he' IRdoneslans, operation, unity. " " 
and the companies that hold WORKS CANADARM Although . the Westar 
the$100-milllon instance : McNair positioned the fallureremalnedamystew, 
Indonesian satellite alive  and useful 
Regina Pats of the Western Hockey League failed to • 
make it to Winnipeg for a game against he Warriors on 
Saturday. The team spenl the night in Virden, a town in 
western Manitoba. 
Gerald Machnee, a meterologist with Enviranmenr 
Canada in Winnipeg, said the storm front developed over 
Dauphin, Man,, near the Saskatehewan border Saturday 
morning and moved southeast during the .day, 
Machnee sdid there wasn't much snow, but the heavy 
Wind~ caused problems. 
"Visibilties in open areas were.freque'ntly near zero in 
light snow and blowing snow,'" he said. 
,There was only one to two centimetres of snow that fell 
over southern Manitoba, but the winds whipped it up and 
blew it around quite a bit." 
Blowing snow and bitter cold blamed for at least 31deaths 
in .the United. States roared out of the Midwest today, 
leaving afamily of six dead in their car and turning routine 
travel into an icy hdzard from Kentucky to Maine and as far 
south as Georgia. 
A snowstorm invaded New England, with more than 30 
centimetres in the Berkshire Hills of Massachusetts and 25 
eentimetres in Vermont. 
into space fr~ni the shuttle's 
cargo bay today, hoping it. 
• won't meet he same fate as 
Wes~r Vl,' whichhas been 
found alive but totally 
unaless. 
. "The deployment was . , j '  , " , : , . ,  ,. 
~Ssolutely 'normal, oo- 
time;'" astronaut Robert 
Stewart .reported. "Can't 
ask, for any better," Mission 
Control in Houston, Tex., 
responded, 
Under the guidance of 
mission specialists Ronald 
McNair and .Stewart, the 
on Palapa. 
Forty4ive minutes later, 
a rocket was to ignite .to 
propelthe sate!IRe toward a ~. 
stationary., outpost some 
35,880 kilometre s above the 
Earth. It was at this point 
last Friday that trouble hit 
shuttle's IS-metre the Indonesian government 
Caundian-developed robot , gave the go-ahead for the 
/~rm so a television camera 
on the end could capture the 
firing, with the pictures to 
be relayed to Earth .later. 
The astronauts could not see 
the ignition "because 
Westar VI and its rocket Challenger~.is facing away 
• shattered after the payload . from satellite to avoid 
was ejected by the possible windshield amage 
3,310-kiiogram Palapa .B2 astronauts, from propellant gases• 
satellite was spire,upto 50 - Commander vance Brand " Palapa B2 will add to a 
spacemen to launch Palapa 
B2, after delaying the 
exerCise, which had been 
set for Saturday. 
Indonesia was counting on 
the overall •success .record 
of the rocket that i s  
kilometres, and the rocket 
separated and broke• into 
yone large and II smaller 
pieces. 
The package was lost in 
space for several hoursuntil 
U.S. Air Force radar: 
detected a cluster of Objects 
.in orbit near Challenger on 
Saturday. NASA and 
• .Western Union, Whicl~ owns 
the satellite, felt certain' 
~they had found Westar VI, 
but did not confirm this until 
suspected of causing the Sunday. 
loss Friday. Previously, the " A ground station in 
rocket had logged 16 space California succeeded . in 
firings, fi',;e on" shutt le .,chartging the satellite's 
• from page one 
Gamayel accepts cabinet resignation 
Moslem opposition groups had charged that 
Wazzan and his cabinet were being 
manipulated by Gemayel and his right-wing 
Christian Phalange party. Moslems make up 
about 60 per cent Of the population. 
Although the. president and prime minister, 
are supposed to govern as equal partners~ most 
prime ministers, including Wazzan, followed 
the lead of the president. 
multinational l~ackeeping force in mid-city 
said French troops were involved in a flrefight. 
Shells could be heard crashing around the post; 
The Lebanese army announced a total 
curfew on both Moslem and Christian sectors, 
.warningthat nyone seen on the streets would" 
be shot. 
There were no report~ of casualties intoday's 
troop Withdrawal agreement with Israel -- a 
key demand of Gemayel's opponents. 
' He said the failure of the U.S.-sponsored 
. agreement .with Israel, which envisaged the 
withdrawal o.f both Israeli and Syrian troops 
from Lebanon, "has put us in an embarrassing 
impasse." 
Wazzan, a Sunni Moslem, said he and the 
fighting, but more than 70 l~ople bave,!~en , ~night othei" minister~i~tepped down in hop~s 5"i ~ ~1'h~. cabin~t~;~bad,'five Moslems, including 
• kil!~.t~l a.nd 2~0~,WnU~t1~. 'dinc~.Jh~,dew,~urg'ein,. ,.. ~that  coalition go, vernment~d~cl'be formed to /l~Va'~n;.,dn~lye ~hristians. . . 
~/tin~ .Stal#{~l last,Thursday,, • . . . .  . . . . . . .  ,.help end the c!vtl war. G~mayel sazd he was" The presidentialpalace sazd Gemayel asked 
inviting the warring Moslem and Christian Wazzan to stay on as acaretaker until a new 
CABINET QUITS 
The rusign~tion of the Lebanese cabinet. 
Sunday d~pened the political crisis. Gemayel 
accepted the resignation of Prime Minister 
Shaflk Wazzan and his eight-member cabinet-- 
and said he might he mif, ht scrap the May 17 
factions to Geneva, Switzerland, for recon- 
ciliation • talks Feb. 27. 
The president said he had a plan for reforms 
that would guarantee equal rights and power- 
sharing among. Lebanon's various com- 
munities. 
Cabinet could be formed. 
Under the unwritten "national covenant" 
made in. 1943 to share power between Chi'istians 
.and Moslems, the prime minister must be a 
Sunni Moslem, while the president .!s a 
Maronite Christian. 
U.S. in Honduras another five yearS? 
United States needs to display its military 
.might as a warning to Nicaragua, whichi~'ber - 
d~rs Honduras. 
BLAMES NICARAGUA 
Reagan has accused Nicaragua of trying to 
export its 1979 revolution "to other countries in 
the region, especially U.S.-supported E! 
Senator James Sasser (D-Tdnn.) says the 
U.S. military may stay as long as five years in 
Honduras and that Congress may bave tn force 
the Reagan administration to reveal its plans 
for that country. 
Sasser, a critic of U.S. l~licy" in Central 
America and a member of the appi'opriations 
subcommittee on military construction, toured 
several U.S..Honduran military sites during 
the weekend. 
"We could be here for as long as five ~'ears," 
Sosser said Sunday. "The Congress is having to 
force.the door open with a crow bar to find out 
what is happening here in Honduras~" 
In other. Central American developments} 
Salvadoran military officials said sunday 
army soldiers and'leftist guerrillas clashed in 
the eastern part of the country; and in 
Nicaragua, opposition parties protested a 
decision by the leftist government topostpone 
preparations for 1985 elections, 
Describing the ,second round of" U.S:- 
• Honduran military exerc!se~, scheduled to end 
this week, President Reagan has said the 
In El Salvador, a military spokesman said 
the government l~as deployed 1,000 {roops in an 
" operation in northern Chalatenango province, 
where rebels overran a nfilitary garrison in • 
December. 
The spokesman called the new operation a
"sweeping" offensive to clear out strongholds 
Salvador, " . of' rebels fighting in the four-year civ.il-war.' , 
Sasser said the United S[ates plans to build , '  Repo~ting on dashes tSat0ecurred S~[turday,'. 
military airstrips and monitions, s to iage." , ,  0n army officer jq~he area Of eastel'n Usulutan. - 
facilities in Honduras. . ' ' '  Y ~. provifice..~ald sd'Idiers- fought several skir- 
"We want to know what is the policy of the mishes witl~'guer~!iias~ Thelofficer said 15 
administration with respect o establtshlngo }gUerrillas'and end:soldier were killed. 
permanent presence here. What are ;they Nicaragua!s Sandinista regime has an- 
seeking to do? I think this building ought !o'be nounced the postponement of,~preparations for
discussed in the Congress." ' elections because o~ two air raids last week on a 
Sasser said he is afraid the U.S. presence in.  ' military post. It accused the CIA of ordering 
Honduras will lead to "increasing • military the attacks. ,,-.- • 
involvement in Central America, without our ..'~:, 
purposes being stated to the people or the. On Saturday, a Honduras-based rebel group, 
Congress." ' the CIA-backed Nicaraguan Democratic 
Last week, l~fence "Secretary Casper Force, claimed responsibility for the air raids. 
Weinberger said about 700 U.S. troops will be . The postponement was protested by up- 
permanently stationed in Hondurasi ". position parties. "*" 
attitude so that its batteries 
could be charged by the  
sun's energy,, said Western 
Union spokesman Bill 
Ziegler. 
"As far as we know we 
have a spacecraft' that's in 
the wrong orbit that's 
completely healthy~" he 
Temperaturestumbled intothe te~ns overnight in nor- 
thern Georgia and up to l0 Centimetres of snow was 
reported today in Jasper, with 2.5 centimetres on the. 
ground in Athens and Atlanta, where most schools were 
closed today. Record lows were reported in Louisiana nd 
Alabama. 
Heavy snow was reported today in southeast Kentucky, 
where 15 centimetres were expected before the day is out. 
Blinding snow whipped by winds to 100 kilometres an hour 
• said. . -  produced blizzard conditions over the weekend in ports of 
the Dakotas, iowa and Minnesota, stranding hundreds of 
'TOTAL LOSS' motorists. As the snow moved east today bitter cold set in, 
However, there was no sending the mercury plunging as low as 26 degrees below 
hope of raising the satellite 
to its planned orbit where it zero. . . . . . 
would be stationary 35,887: FAMILY PERISHES 
kilometre.above Earth, he Of the 29 known weather-related deaths, 15 were in 
said. The most that c0uldbe 
hoped for is that "we might 
get a few hours twice a 
day," he added. "In the 
parlance of cars, I think it's 
a total loss." 
Westar VI; representing a 
$75-million investment by 
Western Union, was insured 
for about $100 million, as is 
Palapa B2. 
Following . the Palapa 
deployment, ,McCandless 
and Stewart Were to devote 
severalhours to' checking 
the suiis and equipment 
needed For their five-hour 
excursion outside the 
shuttle Tuesday. They will 
take m~,ns "flying a jet- 
powered backpack, moving 
out.to 91 metres away from 
Challenger in the first Space 
• walkS, in which astronauts 
are not" attached..to., t.hqjr.~ 
ships by a safet~[~e~i:.." '.~' 
The astron~i~'l~: '~e,x~ 
perienced more bad' luck 
Sunday when a $450,000 
plastic balloon burst.after it 
' was kicked out of tht cargo 
bay. 
. The balloon, made of 
mylar and carrying a 90, 
kilogram weight to give it 
balance, was to have in- 
flated to a diameter of two 
metres~ toserve as a target 
for the shuttle -- a rehearsal 
for the next• mission in 
April, when the target will 
be a defective satellite to be 
captured for repair. 
Minnesota, including a family of six who froze whentheir 
car stalled in swirling snow and got, stuck in a snowbank, 
authorities said. 
"Freezing temperatures stretched to the Gulf Coast this 
morning," national weather forecaster Nolan Duke•Sald. 
"In fact, it was warmer in Billings, Mont., than in Houston 
and New Orleans." 
It was just below freezing in New Orleans, breaking the 
record for the date of zero set in 1978, and 4 "degrees in 
Houston. It was almost 7 degrees in Billings. 
A winter storm moved into the central Atlantic states 
• today, #ith about a eentimetre of snow falling in South 
Carolina nd up to 15 centimetres in the western counties of 
North Carolina. • Ten centimetres" blanketed northern" 
Alabama. 
By Tuesday morning, the mercury could fall below 
freezing in northern F!orida, Duke. said. 
The worst of the weekend weather walloped the northern 
Plains and upper Midwest. While only five to seven een- 
timetres of snow accumulated, high winds dropped wind 
chills to 45 below zero and whipped up near-whiteout con- 
ditions that made travel extremely dangerous. 
800 STRANDED 
An estimated 800 motorists were stranded Saturday night 
in motels, restaurants, schools and armories along an 80- 
kilometre'strctch'of, lnterstate 90'fr0m" Sl0Ux~Palls,~$.D'.~'to 
Worthington~Midn.'The hiel~Cdi'y:.ifl'~both dtat'e~'[~lt~tg~l o 
26 below early this morning, but most travellers were able 
to move On cleared roads. 
In North Dakota, four people were found dead ~"n their car, 
of carbon monoxide poisoning Sunday morning. They had 
left the engine, running to keep the heater on after the 
vehicle became stranded, authorities said. Two people died 
in an accident on icy Interstate 94 Saturday evening, and a" 
man was found dead about a kilometre from shelter near 
Kulm. 
Fifteen storm deaths were reported in Minnesota, in- 
cluding the six members of one family who died of exposure 
near Windom, in the southwestern part of the state. 
In eastern New York, where up to 20 centimetres ofsnow 
had fallen by late Sunday, a mother and her two-zear.old 
child were killed when their car skidded out of control and 
was rammed broadside by a tow truck. 
RivTow is pleased to announce the inauguration of 
their new "Over the Road--Door to Door Express 
Service". This new regular service will supplement 
the weekly barge service. It will commence February 
7th, 1984. 
Now RivTow offers two regular runs weekly-- 
by barge or by truck, 
This new road service, combined: with RivTow's 
barge Service, now offers, regular twice weekly 





Skalbania's unfinished house displayed 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- It 
has five fireplaces, an in- 
door squash court with a 
viewing gallery, a lighted 
outdoor tennis court, six en 
suite bedrooms, a three-car 
garage, spiral staircases 
and a spectacular view, 
It's very big, close to the 
city and the airport, and it's 




dreambouse along Van- 
couver's prestigious Marine 
throe-quarters of a hectare and' install the toilets, the windows, indoor and out- instant inembership in 
alx/ve the Fraser River' Jacozzi and the kitchen door  balconies, five Vancouver's jet set. 
needs considerable work. A cabinets, skylights ahd an impressi.vc Real estate salesnmn 
new owner would still have The" l,llS-square-metro entrance. The successful Christine Dexter said the 
to put on the siding, finish Greek-style home ". also buyer also gets a swimming house has been up for sale 
the inside, landscape the cnntainsa two-storey living pool, a gardener's cottage, since the beginning of the 
grounds,~ hook up.. the wiring room, a myriad of bay housekeeper's quarters and year. 
Concert floor seats dangerous 
VANCOUVER (CP} -- A Vancodver concert organizer A dozen fights erupted near the stage Friday night. Two 
• hot)as it doesn't take a death to for~e the Pacific National persons were sent to hospital with broken bones, a third 
Exhibition to clear out all.the floor seats at rock Concerts in with a cut to the head and a fourth with injured ribs. About 
the Pacific Coliseum. • • $20,000 damage was caused and 149 chairs were, shattered.' 
Gary Switlo, marketing director for Vancouver Ticket Exhibition spokesman Landis Smith described the in- 
, ' .  .~ . . , .~  
I I ' • 
| t • 
Track Service: 
Departs Tuesday PM 
Arrives Thursday AM 
Barge Service: 
Departs Friday PM 
Arrives Monday AM 
pcofl Road, Odta, B.C. Drive was displayed to the " Centre-Concert. Box Offices, saidSunday he watched juries and.damage as a chronic problem. G 1B6, (604) 9464561,  ' 
e~iotm 'public for the first nervously as swprms of teenagers started fights, fell from vancouver rock concert promoters and producers, Switlo 
time Sunday. Chairs on which they had Seen standing, 'and crushed said, have been trying for years to have Coliseunt officials 
Skalbania was bulldi:rg s against the stage at Friday night's old-out concert by the get rid of the reserved seals pmeed on the floor. :; 
T .... ! ::: i ' :  • * i : 
• , . ,  .r , , 
SARAJEVO,. Yugoslavia meets the United States in 
(CP) -- Two Team Canada opening-day •hockey cam- 
members were among four petition at the Winter 
hockey players ruled Games. 
ineligible today by the The • others deemed 
International Olympic ineligible are Jim Corse and 
Committee as the question Rich Bragnalo, both native 
of what constitutes a Canadians who were to 
professional was finally corn_pete for Italy.. ._ 
dealt with following days of 
charges and " counter- The IOC settled the battle 
charges, within its ranks over hockey 
eligibility by deciding that 
Mark Morrison of Prince being under contract o a 
George, B.C., and Don National. Hockey League 
Dietrich ofDeloraine, Man., team makes a player a 
will not be in uniform professional. 
Tuesday when Canada Five others whose 
IOC rules hockey rplayers ineligible 
amateur status• Was under' The  others are 'italian Chicago Black Hawks 
Detroit is back in Norris 
Division playoff territory 
after doing to the Brutes 
what few National Hockey 
League teams dare hope 
for. 
'Trai l ing 4-1 after two 
periods, the Red Wings 
exploded for five unan- 
swered goals in thefinal. 
period Sunday night, edging 
the Bruins 6-5 for their first 
Boston Garden victory since 
Dec. 12, 1976. 
"We're desperate," said 
Red Wing forward Ran 
Duguay, who scored his 20th 
and 21st goals of the seaon 
during the rally.. 
The win, coupledwith 
Toronto's 7-0 loss in 
Philadelphia, lifted Detroit 
into . sole possession of 
fourth place in the Norris, 
two points ahead of the 
.~lmStion following a protest 
by Finland - -  Including 
Team Canada forward Dan 
Wood of Toronto -- will be 
allowed to play. 
Thomas Milani and Bjoern . earlier this season. 
Skaare'0fNorway. Cots.i, a goaltender f om 
NOT ON LIST ' Montreal, spent one NHL 
The United ".States season with Edmonton 
Olympic. Committee h.ad Oilers • and Bragnalo, :a 
questioned the eligibilityof forward from Thunder'Bay, 
Two Austrian players " " a:. fourth Canadian; 'first;* " ont., played parts of two., 
Toronto native Ri~k Cun- ".~tring:. goalt'ende r. Mario -/ seasons with Washingto n 
ningham, who played two. C~0sselin b[rThefford Mines): ~ Capitals. 
seasons with Toronto Toros Que:*: H0wever~ G0sselin's ~ The IOC ruling followed a • 
of thedefu~ctWorld Hockey . name did not appear on the three-hour meeting in- 
Assooiation, , andG.reg Hoist . !OC list of ineligibles, : != volving IOC .officials. and 
of Montreal, who appeared " ' : ;L~ 'W: ' ~ : t ' '  ' ~ ' "; reprSsentatives of the 
in two games, with the Morrisonl played ninl~: countries involved in the 
Rangers during the "1975-76 games with~,,New.. Yoi~k '; series of eligibility disputes 
season---have been cleared Rangers,ltwo i.:se~sonS ag(~':, ~.that hadbeen the centre of 
" ' to participate. ~ and Dietricl~: was with attention for nearly a week, 
• . f  , Detroit back tn p yof territory 
Maple Leafs, who had 5. " ' scored for the Flames RickL:'~ -canadlens 2 Jets 2 " 
q 'T .  pulled even witb~a 6:3 win Also scoring for Detroit- Lanz and Patrick. Sund - '  Mark Hunter's goal at 
Saturday in Detroit. ' were ' Claude • Loi~se]le, " strom i~eplied for Van- 2:19 of the third period, 59 
Elsewhere Sunday, it . Danny Gore, Lane Lambert couver. .. . L seconds after Thomas Steen 
was: Calgary Flames 4, and rookie Steve Yzerman. ~apitals 9 Oilers 2 " had gi~'en Winnipeg a lead, , 
Vancouver 'Canucks 2; Keith Crowder and Ray Gaetan Duchesne, Bob earned Montreal a point on 
Washington Capitals 9, Bourque each.scored twice Carpenter 'and Mike Gart;i theroad." Pier/'e Mond0u 0f 
Edmonton Oilers 2 ; Quebec andGr.egJohaston0nce'forl nerscoredwithin39seC0nds the Canadians and I~ave 
Nor.diques 2, Buffalo Sabres the , Brutes . . . .  ' Boston in the third period, the Babyeh of the Jets supplied 
New agreement ., 
for junior draft 
1; Montreal Canadiens. 2, " goaltender Doug Keans had fastest three goals in 
Winnipeg Jets 2; New York his t0-game winning streak Washington's . 10-year. 
Islanders 5, Pittsburgh snapped, " . . . .  history, and Bob Gould, ~ 
Penguins 4; H/wtford Despite . the ' era- Bengt Gustafsson " and 
Whalers 4,' Chicago Black barrassment, the Bruins . Duchesneadded later goals 
Hawks 3; New York remained in firstplace, one as the Capitals blitzed 
Rangers 3, Los Angeles' . point ahead of Buffalo . Edmonton with six g0alk in ' 
Kings 3; and Minnesota thanks to Quebec's win over the period., ~ ~', • 
North Stars 3, New Jersey the Sabres. " Gartner, Gould • and 
Devils 1. Gartner also scored in the 
Other results Saturday: Flyers 7 Leafs o " ' "first period. Pat Hughes and 
Boston 8, Philadelphia 5;.  ~ Dave Poulin. scored two Mark Messier .replied for, 
the Rangers 5 Vancouver 4; . and ,Rich Sutter,,. Bobby the.Oilers, play!ng without 
'New Jersey 5, Quebec 3; Clarke, Mark Howe, I ikka / Wayne. Gretzky an~ ~Jari 
Hartford 7, St. Louis 3; and Sinisalo and Tim Kerr one Kurri, the league's (ep two 
the Islanders 6, Pittsburgh each ' for philadelph!a, scorers. 
which hasn't lost;to the .. 
Leafs in.the Spectrum for Nordiques 2 sabres I
3=.2 years, Bob Froese made . In Buffalo, N.Y., defen- 
24 saves for his :si~eond ceman Bandy Moiler drilled 
that much tonegotiate with ' i ~'•i:i~i 
MEDICINE HAT, Aita. League executive-assistant. 
(CP) - -  The Canadian "There probably won't be 
Major Junior Hockey that much difference bet. 
League and the !~latidna],~ ween the old agree'ment and. 
Hockey League are ironing ' '  the new agreement,'.' said 
out a new agreement for the Russ Farwell, general 
under-age di'aft, manager of Medicine Hal 
• But the junior league says 'i'igers."~We just don't have 
the new pact is too similar 
to thz old one which expired right now..A team like 
this year and probably . Pittsburgh is losing a lot of 
won't entirely solve thei~ money. They want 
main concern -- the loss of 
junior-aged players to the 
NHL. 
"ThaCs how it looks at 
this point," said Richard 
Doerksen, Western Hockey 
players." 
The CMJHL took three 
proposals to an NHL 
meeting last month in. the 
hopes of curbing the loss of  
the junior players. 
FEB. 4 
' I ,432 ,65r  ° 
JACKPOT 
WON 
[.i.mo4s] l I ,,oNus ,,, . . NUMBER . ,~ J  
I THESWINNINGNUMBERS I APPLIESTO - I  
II WIN IN ANY ORDER | 5OUTOF6 + ONLYI 
J i TOF, ,. I OUT OF 6 7 ,6~0 jw,. s18P 
OUTOF6 ,llt4,0 , J w'". ,10oo  
Winning tickets must be presented Is an authorized Western I 
Canada Lottery Foundation LOTTO'6/49 retailer Iocsted I 
wilhin Albeds, British Columb}a. Manitoba or Saskatchewan i 
where prizes may be paid or claim forms provided. Prizes 1 
must be claimed within the year following the draw date. i 
Inthe event of discrepancy between Ihillist andthe offic a I 
winning numbers list, Ihe latter shall prevail . II 
q I 
SAT.FEB. I I ,  1984 
JACKPOT ESTIMATED, AT 
I '-0,oo0" 
'  aLo r l i t  
the other goals i 
Islanders 5 Penguins 4 
John Tonelii's 18th goal 
with 3:35 •left gave New 
York ' the * win. Tomas 
Jonsson, with 'two, Denis 
Potvln and.Bob Bourne all 
scored for thelslanders in
the second period. For the 
Penguins, "Mike Builard 
scored twice and ;Kevin 
McCarthy and Mark Taylor 
had singles. . 
Whalers 4 ilawks :~ 
Mark Johnson scored the 
winning goal on a second- 
period power play. and 
goaitender Ed Staniowski 
l/ 
, ~ ~ ,;,-~ - ~ ~ 
i.~  f!,: ~,~ ÷.)~p~ ,; ~'o ~,;~ ,.~::i~ 
Ross-Dickle gets two'points here for Caledonia in the final game of the 
Duchess Park tournament in Prince George. The Kermodes won the 
tournament wit h a 76.70 win over Duchess Park Condops. : 
shutout his season, a rising wrist shot past stopped 38 of 41 stops for 
Flames 4 Canuekk 2 ,' . goaltender Tom Barrasso Hartford. Bob - Crawford, 
Goaltenderl Rejean midway ihrough the second Mark Palerson and Mike • 
Lemelin blocked 31 shots to' .,"period to lift Quebec ,past Zuke also had one each for ' 1 ' win 
extend his unbeaten' streak ' the Sabres. Marie Mar0is the Whalers: Keith Brown, " • 
to. 14 games..: Dan ~Quinn,,, scored Quebec's othergoa|, Tom ~LySiak; and s ieve  The caled0niaKermodes,,. 
Jamie Macou.n, Allan; ~ while Mal' Davis was ihe Larmei" ans(v~red, f0r,~the I baske[bail te~,..won the ~. 
MacinniS and 'Mike Eaves IQne:-Sabresmarksmani~ ~, Black Hawks~".. : i :~: . :' Duche.4s Park. Condors 
: ' . . . .  invitational tournament in 
. . . .  ' Prince George over the 
KermodeS 
weekend, ~ : 
• Caledonia ' opened the  
tournament 'in the feature 
game with a 105.87 win over 
Vanderhoof Vikings. The 
Kermodes led all the way 
through the •game but had 
some trouble stopping hot 
shooting Chad Hartel who 
scored 46 points in the 
game. Mike Hogg had 3O 
points for the Kermodea nd 
Stacey Cook had 23.~ 
In their second game 
Terrace matched up. with 
South Peace Penguins of 
Dawson Crook. Mike Hogg 
again had 30 points to lead 
the Kermodes to a 86-75 win, 
which advanced the team to 
the finals. 
• In ,the i final game 
Caledonia met the host 
team •Duchess Park 
Condors. • Caledonia 
struggled a bit in the game 
but Mike Hogg had his third 
straight 30 point game and 
Caledonia came up with a 
76-70 victorY. 
Mike Hogg was named 
tournament MVP andSean 
Moldenhauer was awarded 
a first allstar. Stacey Cook 
was given honorable 
mention. 




NOW .York Yenklel acqulro third 
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• '" ' belmman Toby Herrah and a minor 
Junior mixed curling was another event In the Northern B,C, w inter  i.gu, 
player to • be 
games. Shown here Is a rink f rom Casslar In agame against Chetwynd. emed later from CllvOllnd Indl.i 
for pitcher Georgo 
Frezler, Infielder Otis Nlx0n and a 




A~llnta Hawks II0n gua'~d Chorlle 
.Crlls to a tO-day contract. ' 
FOOTBALL 
NFL " : ...' 
Phltldelphll l l g l l l  rail/leo 
quertorback Don Pelforlnl, 
USFL 
Denver GeM onnouca resignation 
ONCORD • - : - ~  
CARPET [ntrplicy Smite CIIU-Ill 
CARE L~t  All-Commercial ~ ,~ .  
•Stnam Cleaning ' ~ ~  j~.~ 
A3 bOoutOo~ur 0 D F | ~ ~  
' a new auto de0derizing :~ervice 1 U[~ 
m. .OUT XOW,lC,LL CO,LeC.X 
,= .ooR I 635 6675 I --.- 
Bob Omerod shown here in a squash match at 
Prince George's Northern B.C, winter games, 
umerod won this match; No results on the 
medal winners were available. 
Brooker imProving 
Meanwhile, downhill 
training resumed today and 
Paris, Ont., skier "Todd 
Breaker showed, signs he 
may.have recovered suf- 
ficiently from a knee injury 
to be a serious medal threat, 
Pertain ~rbriggen, a giant 
slalom specialist from 
Switzerland who never has 
of Tony Merinos player personnel 
director.. 
Momphii $howboofs lion 
quarterback Wonor Lowl| to a throe. 
year, 
$1 million cataract. 
HOCKEY 
NHL 
Detroit Red Wings recal l  .ooK"r'er, 
goeltonder Corredo MIc01ef from who placed 17th 
Adlrondock of '  Sunday, was limed in 
the American Hockey Le~ue;' Dead ' 
goanonder Ken Holland, to l:48.49 today, 
AdlrondlK:k. ' 
Eemo,~on o,m alga mSmcm*n Sieve Podborskl o f  
Tim MOIIo. Toronto was 14th today, 
Vancouver ¢i'n6¢ko amain cadre 
PeterMcNobfromBosMiiSrelnlfor clocking 1:48.70. tit, had 
fo rward  J im NI I I ,  b(hPn 22nd Sunday.• 
In women's ' downhiii 
training, Canada had three 
racers in the top 15 of both. 
runs. . 
Swiss leenage~ Michaela 
Figini was the fastest on the 
day, clocking one minule, 
13.90 seconds in the second 
of two runs. . ,  
Figini, winner of the last 
: won a World Cup downhill, women's World : Cup 
~ turned: in ~the fastest time downhill r at Megeve, 
• today, while Breaker placed France, before coming 
eighth, here, also had the fas(asl 
• ~Zu'briggen, 21, the llme in the first run, but 
:urrent World Cup overall' missed a 'gate  and was 
leader, was clocked in one' disqualified, Her leam~ '
• minute 46.84 seconds, the mate/ Maria W';lliser, a .  
best lime in Ir.aining so far. double World Cup,d0wnh|il 
,American Bill Johnson was " winner this year, had Ute 
second in ' 1:47.06 and fastest ime after FIglnrs 
• Austrian 'Helmut disqualification =~ I~15.aL' 
Hoeflehner third in ]:47.10. Laurie Graham ~ of 
Inglewood, oni.,was fourth 
( ! :  16.20) oaths first run and 
llth t 1:15,35) on the second. 
while* Liisa ~vljarv|,LOf . 
Braeebrldge, Onl,~' ~ ~'as 
sixth t1:1¢24) and  14lh 
(I:15.56). 
, • , • . , . . • - . - • • ' 
. . . . . .  n n " " " '~ ..... :'' : " *'';'':;:;::;" ~;" ' .  " ' ThiHe'rald, Monday ,  February6 , ,~ l ,P~g lS .  " ~ i  
. ' . . '.. ~ • ~. .~ ' : : - . ,  .,:. , . . . . .  .. . . . .  "~: -  : - .~ ~ n  
0 1 ) '  I ' .  :.' ; . . . . . . . . . .  J ~ : . . . . . . .  I '  ~ ) 0 j ' . ' ' , I . " 
"-ikisl ne., ::'reglon . . . .  secono  Northern games $ • 
A very '  successful:, t!' 1 
1 
Northern B.C. wintor~mes" I ;:I' 
B wrapped up .  Sunday', in Prince George. . . . .  Kitimat.Stikine region • (which includes Terrace, 
K i t ima t', S tewa. r t , .  
Kitwanga, '"and : Hazelton) 
:finishe d". second,: in ' the 
• Oyerall m~al standingS.i'. 
, Tbo:hostrregion Fraser-Ft.= 
., George V)a s the if!rat.place' 
finisher in total points, i
The local, region was 
particularly successful in 
swimming, badminton, and 
w.restling. . Tracy 
McFarland was the top 
medal winner for the regioh 
pulling in four gold and two 
silver medals in swimming: • 
The games" flame will 
now be.kept in Prince "' 
George until next year when , 
it will be pass .e d to Kitimat 
who will bestnext year's 
games ,  : "  
(See TuesdaY'S paper for 
complete listing of medal 
Winners) 
TaWNy•Bishop of theTerrace junvenile girls volleyball team serves here 
in a match against Ft. Nelson. The girls won the match and placed fifth 
overall in their event at thisweekends Northern B.C. winter  games. - 
I , ~  " !' : : : :~::: ' .~'. 'q:~..:  ~"~' i: : ~.::;~!:*:,'f*,~:: ' ; ~ ; y C! •, ! "..;~"~!~'.~'*i ~.'.~ .:. " 
Tony ~cCrory: and Doug McKay of the Terrace men's'masters basketball 
team.look at the referee in disbelief on this call. Terrace lost 101-97 In 
overtime to the Pl-ince George Rascals in the gold medal game and came 
away with the si lver medal. . 
Sarajevo Olympic village opens 
SARAJE.VO, Yugoslavia jungle, ~' said Mike Rich- player Who did not want t o 
(CP) ~- Skis, skates, food ' mend, •23, a speed skater be identified by name said: 
and ;crates marked in a •from Australia. "But the 'tMy impressions are 
dozen languages cluttered rooms are spacious and it is terrible. The Olympics are. 
the rain-soaked sidewalks ef more comfortable than supposed to be a showcase. 
the Olympic Village as quarters at~Lake Placid, When Iai'rived yesterday 
athletes began settling into where there .were double and ~ saw these concrete 
tiieir temporary homes for bunks in jail cells."• . . . .  buildii~gs, I though t 'Oh, 
the Winter Games. Without a doubt¢ theses, no.'" 
Flags of 28 countries, are 'nice . . . .  apartment Outside r the  village, 
more than half the 49 buildings,'!, said :Bonny  chtldren'played inmuddy, 
countries-expected o take Warner, an American .luge :'lawns ,,,, and, , .  asphalt 
up quartersr, were flying in racer. "It's just like a ~' basketball Courts, ,, and 
the central square of the nurmal apartment in the /badgered visitors : for . :  
south Sarajevo suburb, a United States. " 1 Olympic pins.. " . '~;'.:. 
cluster, of colorful .apart'- "They've got rugs on the : " 
meets bordering a drab' floor,, comfortable beds,. The athletes' ~Meteria,' 
'maze o~high-rise buildings, closets, sinks and regular where 790 peopl e dan eat 
Organizers said 972 toilet paper - -  not the  under a ceilihg hung.with 
competitors and teaht of- scratchy kind." ~i':.green tub ing ,  and 
ficiale;~one-hslf the number Hsin Mine Tang, general fluorescent li£his, is run by 
exacted, had .arrived by secretary of the. Ta!w.a.n a: Philadelph,a fir?!..The 
Sunday at the main village. 
"Many of the new arrivals 
were. sizing up their 
quarte~'s, and opinions were 
generally favorable. 
'.'It's kind of a concrete 
delegation, proclaimed his company serves ;food to 
14-member team "very generals in the Pentagon,' 
satisfied with the village 'fans in London's Wenlbley 
and competition sites." Stadinm and starlets in Los 
Not hll athletes were Angeles' 20th Century Fox 
satisfied. An Italian hnekey cafeteria. 




• AST•RN CONFERENCE 
AtlildlC D iv i s ion"  
W " L PCI. GBL 
Boston 38 9 •809.--  
Phlla 30 16 .652 '  7~h '
New York 27 18 .600  10 
New Jersey 24 23 .511 14 
Washington 21 26 ;447 17 
central Division 
Atlanta. 27 2f,  ,563 " -  
Detroit • 25 21 .$43 1 
M i lwaukee . .  2S 23 .$32 )'~ 
Chicago • t6 28 .364 9 
Clave!and - 15 30 .333' t0v~ 
Indiana 13 32 ,289. 12V~ 
W•STERN • CONFERENC• 
Midwest Division 
Utah 30 17 .638 ' .:- 
Dallas 25 23 .521 SV= 
Houston : 20 21 .426 10 
Denver • 20 27 .426 10 
San Ant.  20 20 .417 10V~ 
Ken City 19 27 .413 1QVz 
Pacific Oivlsion 
LOS Angeles 30 16 .652 - -  
Portland. 29 20 .592 2'~ 
Seattle 25 20 ,SM,, 4'/z 
Gold State 22 26 .45S 9 
Phoenix 20 27 .426 I0~,~" 
San Diego 15 32.319 tSVz 
Sunday Results 
Be)start 137 Detroit 134 OT 
Portland 97 Phoenix 82 
Seattle 104 Dallas 96 
Los AngeleS. 110 Sen Antonio 
98 
With a one-point lead and 
the final •seconds ticking 
away in overtime, Boston 
Celtics forced lsiah Thomas 
of Detroit'Pistons wide and 
to the baseline. 
They could do nothing but 
welch as Thomas, the most 
valuable player in the 
recent National Basketball 
Association all-star game, 
took a jump shot with two 
seconds left. The ball 
rimmed the hoop. and  
bounced away• ,i 
Fouled in the rebounding 
actio n, Kevin .McHale sank 
two meaningless free 
throws after the buzzer and 
the .'Celtics walked Off their 
SuperSonics 104, Dallas 
Mavericks 96; and Portland. 
Trail Blazers 97, Phoenix 
Suns 82 . . . .  
Results Saturday :' 
Washington Bullets 125, 
Indiana Pacers lOt; 
Cleveland Cavaliers 108, 
San Diego Clippers too; 
Atlanta: . Hawks . 102 ,  
Philadelphia 76ors 97;. New 
Jers~ey Nets' 108, Chicago 
Bulls 105; Kansas City 107, 
Denver. Golden ' Nuggets 
100; New'York Knicker- 
bockers. 103, Houston 
Rockets 95, Utah Jazz 116, 
Milwaukee Bucks 102; and 
Golden State Warriors 107, 
Phoenix 104. 
and Kelly Tripucka had 20 
for the Pistons. 
The victory was Boston's 
fourth in a row over Detroit. 
The Celtics, 38-9, have won 
15 of their last 17 starts and 
"19 of the last 21. 
Lakers II0 Spars 98 
In' San Antonio, 'rex., 
Kareem AbdaI-Jabbar 
scored 27 points to lead Los 
Angeles to its sixth straight 
win. San Antonio, playing 
without George Gervin who 
has an injured shoulder, 
was led by Artis Gilmore's 
23 points. ' "  
Sonles 104 Mavericks 96 
J~ck Sikma scored 10 of : 
his 32 points in the fourth 
quarter as Seattle i'allied to 
overtake.Dallas.' Sikma also i
led in rebounding with 10  
boards as the .SenSes .won '• 
their ninth straight game at " 
home. The Mavericks, led .~ 
by Mark Aguirre with 37. 
points, l~st for the ninth 
straight' time in. the 
l~ingdome. 
J ~ ~  
Provincial $500,000 
Seturdiy Results home court with a 137-134 
Washington "125 Indians 101 
Clevela d 1011 Sen ntego 100'  
Atlanta 10 •Philadelphia 97- ,, . . . . . . . . .  
New Jet~ey..lO~ Chicago.lOS ' ~ b L t? ~" [pus f i l e  asset ;came. . "  
Kemms City 101 Denver tO0 . OUt ~' ' '  en id  Whnm~;= ' . , i~! '  
New York 103 Houston '95 - " '  ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' - - "~ 
Utah 116 Milwaukee 102 . 
Golden State ]07 Phoenix 104 
Tonight's. Games 
Boston at New Jersey ' how weJJ you  p lay  there's- no 
Golden State el New York consolat ion in . los ing. ' "  
Tuesday Games 
Houston at Washington N Elsewhere, if, was: - Los  
Cleveland at Detroit N 
New Jerse;/ et Atlente N " * AngeJes 1.akers tl0, San. 
LOS Angeles at Indiana N Antonio Spurs 91~: Seat t le  
Philadelphia at Chicago N 
Milwaukee at Kansas CIt'/ N' .  
Sen Diego vs. Utah et Los 
Vegas N 
San Antonio at Phoonlx N 
Denver at Seattle N 
Dallas at Portland N 
SET RECORDS 
victory, their ninth in a row. Robert Parish scored a 
season-high 36'i~einlS, Kevin 
MoHairhit a Caree~-high 33
scored 36 Points and handed " and Larry Bird conlributed 
.off .11 assists. "No matter 28 while grabbing 19 
rebounds. Parish, who also 
had 18 rebounds, scored 
three points and .MoRale 
had six in overtime. 
Thomas scored 36 points 
I 
Loc=l Sports Shorts 
n i I i l  I 
NHL 
Standings 
Wales Conference " 
Patrick Division 
WL T F A P 
Rdngers 31 18 6 222 208 68 
Islanders • 33 20 2 241 195 68 
Phlle 28 t6 9 232 189 65 
Weshlngton 30 21 4 208 171 64 
Pittsburgh 11 37 S 166 237 21 
New Jersey t l  3S S t47 224 21 , 
• , Adams Dlvlsioh 
Boston .35 16 3 240 111 73 
' Buffalo 33 16 6 21S 176 12 
' .  Quebec 29 t9 .6 249 191 64 
, Montreal 25 2S S 206 200.55 
Hartford 17 28 8 184 224 42 
' '~"  Campbell Conference 
4 Norris Division , : , 
Minnesota ' 2g 21 4 248 238'62 ' 
St• LOUIS 22 2g' 5 203 224 49 
Chicago 21 29 6 195 215 48 
Detroit .18 ~lO 6 214 237 42 ' 
Toronto 17 31 6 203 270 40 
E.dmontoSnmythe Division 
. . 39 10 • 5 313 21g e3 
Calgary ,'21.20 11 198 213 53 
Winn ipeg,  ' 20 24" 9 231 2S7 49 
Vancouver t9 3t 6 212 231 44 
Los Angeles 16 27 11 222 2S1 43 
Sunday Results 
HartfOrd 4" Chicago 3 
NY Islenclers s Pittsburgh 4 
Phlladklphla.;7 Toronto 0 
WashlnMon :9 Edn~0nton 2 
Detroff 6 Boston S ' ' 
Quebec 2 Buffalo 1 
Mlnnnota 3 New Jersey t 
Cel0erY 4 Vancouver 2 
Monlreal 2 Winnipeg 2 
NY Ranges  3' LOS Angeles '3 
h tuNey  " Results 
Boston S' Philedelph[s 5 
New Jersey S Quebec 3 
Toronto 6 /Detroit 3 
NY Islanders 6 Pittsburgh 5 
NY Renger~ S Vancouver .4 
• Hartford.7 St. Louis 3 
Tuesdiy Games 
Detr01t at .Hartford N 
Montreal at New Jersey N 
Vancouver at Quebec N 
' Edm0ntonret NY. ISlanders N 
Celg~Y,.'at .St. LouIs N 
• -'",Rif lohel Ho~':key League sour. 
- Ins to~de~', after games .Sunday 
'Gretzky, Edm ' At 92 153 
' '  Kurrl, E~m 39 46 gS 
Bossy, NYI ' , 38 4S 03 
P. StastflYi" qua 29 54 $3 
Goulet, Quel 42 ~.s i  
Trotner,*! NYI i~S 5 I 79 , 1 
Coffey, edm 2a St 11 
Fed4rko, StL 29 45 14 
Pederl~,  B~ 2:1 SZ 14 
~vard, Chl 29 43 12 
NlchoIIs,.;LA . 31 38 69 
Dtaeee, LA. 27 42 69 
• 'Ogrodnlck, Oat 36 33 6S 
Perreaulh ,',But 27 41 61 
mmt~n, MIh 11 47 ~ 
• ValVe, Tot " 40 26 M, 
"' target:he, NYR 311 :IS 66 
Tgntt,',Vcr '3S "31 66 
I=qlelolg,' WI~' ' 27 39 ~6 
Mauler, Edm ~0 46 
The B.C. Timber poe wee reps l~layed two games in 
Kitimat this weekend. Terrace 10st the first'centest 9-3. 
Kitimat had goals f/'om Scott Bu'ick, Sheldon Teves, and 
Scott Mulder and pairs of goals from Darrell Belanger, 
Brian McDonald and Paul Hyland..Terrace scorers were 
Lane Fredricks, Brian Piwek, and Ted Taylor. 
In the second game Kitimat out, cored Terra'ce 5-4. 
T~rrace got goals from Russell McFarland and Matt Shinde 
and Ted Taylor added a p~i~'. Kitimats' goal scorers were 




....... , . . . .  FIB. $ . . .... 
HERE/iRE THE MOST RECENT WINNING NUMBERS 
_ JAN.  27  . JAN.  !1  
JAN.  |0  JAM.  6 
• Check each draw date on your ticket and compare the number drawn foe tl~t 
date wilh the numberon your ticket. 
'•  If only the last six, five, four. three, or two digits on your ticket areldentlcal to 
andinthesameorderasthewinn gnumbersabove, yourt cket so g bleto • 
win the corresponding prize. 
last 6 digits win $50.000 I 
last 5 digits win el,000 " ' 
last 4 dlgils win SI00 
last 3 digtts win $25 
last 2 digits win $10 I 
' (Complete prize details on rove~ of tlck4~) 
REDEMPTION OF CASH PRIZES 
AJOR CASH PRIZES:Winno~ o! majcr prizes may claim their pdzo IW follow. 
the clamprocedure on the OaCK of the ticket. ' . 
HER CASH. PRIZES: Other cash prizes, up to and including S I..O(~...ally be 
cashed at any branch of the ~;enadianlmperial Bank of Commerce in western 
Canada.,.by any parlicipsting re~iler, by any perticipatln.g.Lottery Ticket Centre, 
or ny following the clmm proceeute on me DeCK of the tCKes. 
.Winners must print their name and address on the baok of the ticket to claim 
their prize. 
In Ihe event oldi~re~noy between I his fist and Ihe officialwinnino numbersltst, the lldtMeh~l 
prevail. 
TiCNET I LOTTERY 
CEml~ KXJNI~nON 
• " r 
HOURS:  
, Tues., Feb. 7 - i0.1 and 2.6. 
Wed. Feb. 8 • 10.1 and 2.$:30 
4721 Lakelse Ave. SSJ.StSl 
PROFESSIONAL STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY BY 
Package 




141s -* deposit 
~xtra per person 
cries 
INteNds available 
' 0ecorator Portrait 
e e a e e e e e e e .  
NEW! EXCLUSIVE! 
PANORAMA PORTBAIT 
YOURS FOR ONLY $24.95 
A stunning variety of poses in one portrait makes tM 
Panorama a p~eless memory of v0ur shiM. At t~ 
matt~ anq ready to frame. 
, . . T  
/ ,  
?% 
,I 
Coach'Anna Klein gives instruc~lons to the games in Prince George• 
Terrace girls volleyball team in a match at the ": 
• Thomas misses ,  Celtics win ninth 
!,? 
.._lill_6,.l~e H!rild, Mondiy, February 6,1984 
HAGAR the. HORRIBLE ' . , . ,  
I ~EruR~ep :ro/'Fi4e I You co~iHe To  h 
I IIIIllllllllllggl 
. . , . .x. ; , , : .  , . .  . . . . .  . . .•. . . : ;  
• . .  :bgDil O~0in ', 
, IWA~TTO~E~ ' I' : :  : ~  .... : 
/ 
ANImAL CRACKERS : . bi.Roi,r eollin 
i 
bg i , .  M=cNi,il""" SHOE 
by Russe l l  mgem 
. . . . . . . . . .  r " r  , -  . . . . .  ; ) , s  ; . , f  
BROOM-HILDA 
• by Start Lee 
~ 1: ~l~N"~. It, I 
I tl [ w~ ~, E '~o Ju~L i~/ / / ; " ,  T I  
I#;l ~;OT~N ,t~Yc-e~) 
TP.D'3 HERE; I~0"I"HE 
~oST POES~ITSeEM TO 
by Lynn Johnston 
~i , l~_  FI ~ LOrTH 
~,O .NN~TV PesRee% 
C~I4T PI~0RF_ OJT T'idl~ ~ : 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN/ 
AHO/V~NTAR//.,Y INTt~X/~giT~Z~ ~ y~1~#. AY~ 
NNY-ANT~ ~TLIMEP 
~:~/1~;  t FI~'AK! A NOWHERE 
~ i  ~ HIRE~ ~IN WITH NO • 
~,k~l l l i l~E ' . " t .~T  ANI:2 YOU- 
• i~ l l l l , l%a~l"  ( "THINK YCPLI~ m 
For Better or For Worse 
|'VE I~- -~ kiORHING. 
q 
. . . .  ~ • ~ ,~  . " .  .'- : • . , . ' . . . .  . .  
:.: :: CROSSWORD 
bg Eugene Sheller 
f l .~R~$~OPi . ; -  " __ - -- ~- .- 
' [  ' " ' " " "  " ~ '~i{ 'D '7" i '  ' :*  ACl~ r" 3~ Her's de- 58 Dowlll~ 9Dawn 
FOR TUI~SDAYi-= :': ' 1Rolefor eislons Street 1OCahmdtoils 
FEBRUARY ii1984 • ]LImsbury. 39 Bounder number 11 "EASY--" . (bfldge team) .<... 5 ~dy  tree 41 N0tldng, 59 Yuletree 
" ;~' " ~ .8 ~rd~an inSpain ornament i6Harrlson 
(Mar. l l to  Apr. 19)+l t l~  ~,: ~ Greek DOWN =French 
You shlne, among friends, I~ Towardthe market- 1 Fashion novelist 
:.mouth places I Inland ~.a t2 Holiy tree but eo~d'.': be over~an l~ wi~.a .~. '~ ,  .you. ' ' -~" ' - -W~l~ tiiFdarsClub 3BesebaU's l~Aetress 
~ ive  iil~uert!iii t backing for  " Beauty" head ' Willie Marta 
career interests. " 1 : ,-. : ... ' 14 Levantine 50 Pome fruit 4 Whirlpools 
TAURUS " ~;,. "i ; 'i ' ~ < ~  " " 5 PeerG~nt's 
(~t.10toMayl0) ~ • .  
, "l~teh.. 
15 Pleasant 
Don't give adv/ce win  it's ..', i, " , reverie 
unealled :for,/Behind,the-:""... .  17 Andent city 
scenes business move~:are..,r '" 18Famous .' 
fav~-ed. Relati~ wlth ~ ~..7 ' 7~:~L.~A~._ ., " 
l awgrowc l0~r  .". : ...... ... -' ' : ill wesll,om~ 
Gi~il INI ". ' .... . ~L :  : . un~e la=-  
(May21to J~e=)~, r~ ' . ,  ~ :.: j_.~.':: ' . .  
. Social life is i~n i~ %, , i . '  •.. ":'" l i  ~xalenu~ 
Iriend~ tempt you to ~i~'.nd:' " :, -":~U-°n 
beyond your robins, son.can :, .=, ~_~oy 
• count' on someone's loyalty : .. ~ar  . . 
lSDefective eareerwise. ~ .... i . ,  ,< " " • ~,bombs " 
(lune 21 to July ~-') :- 
No usegetting hurt over Mb 
ly. thingS! Aloved One's feel- 
ings ar~ deep and 'd~ 
more res~t.,Fimmel~ gains 
come now.  
~n~ll talk and social 
ulceU~ enMd cause you to.ac- 
cept an invitation you'd.rather =, 
not. Remember to be true to 
yourself. 
v~o ~ 
(Aug. 23toSept. 22) 
~ .grow stronger ..in
• You may be ready 
to make a commilment. 
caut ious in signing 
agreements. Work is gratify. 
'~n~. 
LmRA (S~pt.~too~t.~) --~.~ 
Save time for a spedal 
entertainment with a rom~ 
tie interest. Seek quality when 
shopping. Don't be trendy. 
SCORPIO 
(Oet. = to Nov. 21) ~ . .  r4. ,*l " 
You could hurt someone's '"'7~::: 
feel ings .on the J0b, 
Freelancers get assignments. " ~' : 
A friend asks you to speak.in "" :~' 
his or ber behalf. 
s~arrmlr~s ~ 
(Nov. 22toDsc. 21) 
Get expert advice If buying 
Jewelry. Short trips have 
romaqtic overtones. Be 
ereativel 
.(Dec.mtoj~n.19). '.Vd %%~11 -. -." . 
Honor ~ commitments; ~ " ..... 
You  may be invitad to a slald 
party, but don't feel obligated 
to attend. Be attentive, to a 
relative. - 
'~Sonse 
• ~. organ 
~M Give-  .t~l 
• ': :~ 'A~ra~o 
, 311 Doe's org. 
1"  ' J ' l l  Merry 
",,_ .' a/Beasts 0f 
• : burden 
2+ 3'  
12 ,  
15 
tltl 




43.  44 ¸ 
50 . 
54,.., . - 
57, 
.51 Diaries 
54 Early mother 
Pemvhm 6 ~to  
55 Food fish temple 
56 -- avis 7 Coarse fiber 
57 Deadly 8 Colorful 
pale flower 
Average solutiontime: 26 rain. 
~ICIRJ~BA A RBDIEISlS] 
IS IOlUlLIL! I  IEBAIRI I ILl 
ILIEIO N iL  A N DIR~II ILl 
[AIRIPIPIEI L E~ICIOIE I  
IR~II IL R OIA D IMI  ILI~J 
OIAITISiWIAIDIEi~i 
P A N AIMAIZ~IN 1 
E N I DIRIOIAIDITIEISI~I 
0 N C EBD~INBEITIUI  I I 
INIEIEDISIKIYBL A NIEI 
7-20. 
Answer to yester~lay's puzzle. 
IN'" N" i  
NPi  IN  
• NPI 
i . /  P NNI I 
i _LN_,. 
15 Appreciate 
N Actress Hagen 
lrl Ratlroad ear 
19 Capital of 
Yemen 
311 love: Lat. 
m Short-napped 
31 Soft drink 
38 Kettledrums 























AQUARIUS ~ j  
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Usebehind-the-scenes clout. 
Don't take-someone's ill. 
advised remark so personally. 
Make those important calls 
now.  
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
A touchy situation 
with a friend over money. ~A 
person at a distance "stands 
behind you. Be sure tosave x- " 
tra funds. .. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
edtieal bent combined with a 
genuine enneern for your 
fellow man, Attracted to in- 
telleetual vocations, you edn 
succ~ in beth science and 
literature. You're somathing 
? 
• C R ~ U W  7 .20  ~ ~,! 
MUM-WUTTF NLG DUM WHNLGE YGNNUVY' ~"' 
...,,,K~D. UAV~fd~IDG~U6 S~e~Y-HI~N.=.~ .. . ,.~,:~: ..... ~. :~  .i~ 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- ONLY BROKE BIKB SHOP 
OWNEI~ DO TRY TO PEDAL, THEIR WARES. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: Y equals G. 
• The Cryptoqldp is a simple suhstitutlon dpher in wMch each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throulilout he puzz Single letters, short words, 
:= and:words using an apestroi he, i give you dues to loeating 
• " -::. Vowels. Solution is accomplished by tdal and error. 
.EATHCL IFF  
. " "~ ~ - ' ~  ~li :'~ 
£ 
' l~m~,.  ., i~Noi3~ oN R p iSS-  01 a ~ffe4tiom~t and are In- ' 
.dM~l .  to pes imimn when ~'--'~-..Wf%811~.~ .:'P , r rf : " "  ' .. ~ your work dseml't live up to . ' 
|. i, ' ~' .. your standards, Sometimes i~  : I 
g • , : fee l  ~ l~ from others. 
,:: : / :7  ~ ,~r -~" ,  " i 
" ' - :  .... I~ ln  ) \ .~ .  :~, c,"N,_, ~ / 
: o#..and'erS 
,e  '. ' t  ' ' . . " 1 i " l  
.the WIZARD of ID b l  9mnl Parker and Johnn9 Hart . o  
I won't sleep tonight 
'~  ~Y J  ~ l ~  . letter Trem the registe, : 
"the world to know there 
'. t lon  than alcohol and 
valinm. Not only do they 
create apotent combina- l 
finn, they are addictive. 
' " l l y  people befleve it 
t im. .  ,.y ~ . . .  it'. ' 7 ~ i, I • . ~ a small anlount. But 
- It, -~Y  am't, They are .. 
nookad. These same peo- 
B.C. ' . ill p ie  Invariably nee another erntch,-and alto- 
hol iS the "helper'! .oll 
f DK  , ~  !; •.." LA~'T  O ~  ' " . aecopiabli~eholee' LlqUOreasylS ~il~'to. get ~, "  ' 
• .and %fln'  we Iool Our- 
: we are drinking. . ~ 
. .o . . . .  I 
or her lef f  hi this letter <. • 
. . wil l ,  do whatever  is ] 7"' ~" 
" ~ " " " -  - ' :  , .,~-~- aeee~ to get'out of 
the best proven record of i 
,-- ~ __ .- ~ ~ . ;  . . . .. , .mleeel,e~idnl~tllow, . .  ,o . _ Been ~bro~ lt ln ~ ,s,,, 
Thanks for an ex: "E l . . . .  s tay  coo l ,  baby  ,,, 
©v~lm.~m,t~,.il~ ~ lttremelYeouldsaveValuablelives, le t ter•  and, er ... what ' s  happen ing? , ,  
" " . . . .  • r . I 
m r I ii . .  _ 
. ! : 
• . .., , . . . . .  :::: :*j" :::: "!': , ,  : , : , . , . ,  , . . . . .  ,.. ~ . . . .  . ,. . .  :.: -,""' 
• : , : : :  ! : ,  ;~: . 
 estrtc, ted .............. .... - ..... : . . . . . . . . . . . .  / : :  
+ t ' l + ~ & +  ' ~ ~ . . .  '~  , *  , . I (  ' , " '+ . . . . .  . , . ,  ~ ' + ' • . V r , . . . .  • , ,  ,.. Lmuaywnsthemrge~tina , ,, We could sce some t + , , , ,  . . . .  , , , ,  . . . .  ,+ .  . . ++ v . ~- 1 . . . . . . . .  ' '  ' . . . . . . .  :' ' . . . .  "', .~pe .  . . . .  • ... +, ,  ....... . . , • . . . .  
(AP) . Sc. en+~.tspr~lcma _ year, andquakes of two dr ofblust, atatera, h,as,,"sh+':l :OTTAWA (CP)-- Prime Minister Trudeau was MONTREAL"  iCP)  - " nesses Said.'.:...." : :::' ":: to'treat, abandoning some 
an exp.~.swe ~up[_!on.~!rom~ii.:larger: i iqteusity.i..Were: 0~--/.isaid.. ,,,There { is  tha(;::f~li~:P~bablyl oni~.::kJdding, when ~ he said last week the ' Eight. residents of a Most' of the peoplewho', equipment inside, 
~ount ~t. ttemes, w lmm 24 . curring at the rate'of :about • p0ssibility: It's always hard!~' I • tim'e, has" C0me'~for:hi m!:to think about his future, • rooming house destroyed by lived in the three;storey :The blaze reduced the 
" to say what thedegr~~f ~ -'|-iLi~rai part.y~presi'de'rit Iona Campagnolo said today, firo were still unaccounted brick building, which of- rooming house to a pile of hours Sunday night, and the one nn hour; .up from "no 
restricted zone around the more than once a month," damage •might ibe. That's 
southwestern . Washington 7,oilweg~id. ' . the, t y~,, of thing,we-can't 
v01ea~0~asclosdd.!: " "*-~ He  and~Brantley said.~the .:pi.edict.' ~.-:. ::~::,::: ;/,:" ~. 
-'Ste¼~ Bi'antley of the U.S: level 'of activity' suggested A landslide b~'otzght about " 
OC'oloaical$u~ey said the an. 'eruption of about the - the ~.~/..:~,01cano d '  :'mbst - 
most'::Pote'rR,eruption hat same inte~usity as a burst.in destructive "~i'uption 'this 
was likely to occur prdbably Mai'ch 1982, " century, in whlch the toiJ of 
would not endanger anyone . That eruption -sent a the.mountain w~as blown off " 
plume of~volcunic ash 13,72o and debris blasting out :b  in the are~.,However, erews 
were e~acuated from a U.S, 
Army Corps of Engineers. 
pumping station at Spirit 
Lake, i about eight 
kilometres north of the 
volcano's gaphig crater. 
Jim ZUweg, a University 
of Washington seismologist 
in Seattle, said earthquake 
acti.vity had • increased centre said the quakes in- 
markedly :beneath the dicated that multenrock, or 
volcano generally, and •magma, was rising inside 
beneath the lava dome in ithe volcano, shattering 
the crater particularly, rocks un~ler :the pressure. 
since noon saturday. Scientists Were concerned 
Seismic readings fromthe an earthquake would cause 
volcano are monitored a t '  an avalanche that ..would 
the university's geophysics expose the molten rock, 
centre " on the Seattle Trisler said. Such a sudden 
campus. . release of pressure could 
A jolt that registered 2.8 produce an .explosive 
on the open.ended Richter- eruption as dissolved gas 
scale" of ground movement expands. 
metres high and hurled 1,5- the side devastated a fan- 
metre boulders as far .as shaped 399-SqUa/e-kilom- 
three kilometres from the etre area,'The May 18,,~9~0, 
lava dome, just ot~tside the eruption left 57 people'dead 
crater on the south side nf.. re'messing andsent a 'cloud 
the 2,550-metre peak. : of fine volcanlc ash around 
MAGMA RISING • the'globe. 
Seismic analyst Chris ' The last time lava flowed 
Trisler of the geophysicsslowly from a giant dome- 
shaped formation of. cooling 
l a~,a in the vulcan0's crater 
was last September~ 
The U.S. Geological 
Survey'issued a volcano 
advisory Saturday night 
after five scientists 
returned from. making 
measurements Of thedome 
from Harry's Ridge, about 
eight kilometres north of St, 
Haloes. 
Caravan: planned 
WINNIPEG (CP)  - -  Delegates to a .'~veekend peace 
conference spent iduch of ~eir time planning a national 
effort; including a peace caravan to Ottawa, to prevent 
tearing of the'cruise missile in Canada and other work 
related to nuclear weapons, .', • 
The peace groups hope to organize What is being calied a 
peace petition caravan, which will spend.ti)e, spring and 
summer garthering names on petitions across Canada to be 
delivered to the federal government during a rally in 
Ottawa in October. 
Organizers say it is hoped the rally will take place before 
: .  Search 
focused  ' 
FORT NELSON, B.C. 
(CP) -- A faint signal that 
may be from a homing 
device on a downed airplane 
in northeastern B.C. has 
focused the Search for three 
missing men in • the area 
nea T ' the remote private 
airstrip they lefi Friday.. 
capt. BOb Morris of 
Canadian For~:es Comox 
I think he.washaving the press on," she said, 
langhing,,in a ~telephone interview. : 
. ~: "~ter  I6:yedrsill s~liidon't hink you know when 
he's:Idddhlg you.; ' . i  !:: • 
;:"Trud~aU made the,reniark at a news conference in
Buchal'est.on the laSt'~toP of an east '.uropean tour on 
his peaeeiliitiafl~,'e.:. ' ~:::,:,: . : - 
";..: ':' Hebidlrelxir.t'ers~that once he returned tn Ottawa;, 
~"he  wouM:sit 'd0~":with External Affairs Minister 
Allan Macgachen and hi~ ~olicy advisers "to try and 
drawn,, . t'einporar~t" hot!ore, li~e" on the imtmtive," 
• and I supposedi epending on how that is answered, ' 
I will. ask myself "about my own future . . . . .  , 
Trutleau'ls t0:report t0 Parliament on' his initiative; 
andpresumdbly on the "temporary botts m line,!' in a 
rare speech Thursday. But observers doubt .he will 
announce any dectsion n his future q.ntil •after the 
budget Feb. 15. ,: 
: Stubb  killed 
QUESNEL, B.C. (CP) --~Quesnel n)other and her two 
children were killed Sunday when the car they were riding 
in collidedwith 'a pickup.truck on Highway 26, about 25 
kilometres east of this C- ariboo city. 
Brenda Peggy Stuhbs, 33, was driving a west-bound car 
carrying her son Alan, 10 and daughter Kimberley, 7, ap- 
parently returning from'a ski trip. It collided on a curve 
for:early'teday s firemen • fared 31 rooms for rent by 
waited for the smouldering the week or the "day, were 
rubble to ~:ool off; before "welfare recipients add 
searching ~ for possible pensioners, tenants said. 
victims;" 
Thirteen of the 21 people 
believed to have been 
registered at  the 100-year- 
•n]d Capital Rooms escaped 
the blaze, said fire depart- 
ment spokesman Serge 
Beaubien. 
At least three of the 
tenants were sent to 
hospital with minor in- 
juries, while others were 
treated nn the scene. Two 
firemen also went to 
hospital with minor in- 
.1 juries. 
Beaubien Said cranes and 
bulldozers would have to be 
brought in to help clear the 
rubble in the search for 
victims. The roof nf the 
building collapsed at the 
height of .the five-alarm 
blaze. 
Fire deportment officials 
said they would likely'not 
know until later today 
• with a east-bound pickup driven by 42-year-old Mdtt whether anyone died in the 
Eugene KnrkowSki,:als0 nf I~uesnel. Knrkowski .is being fire, which began shortly 
i~ treated in hosPital for ~ minor injuries 'Three other after 7 p.m. EST. 
passengers in his ~,ehicle weie treated in hospital and Some nf the residents 
released. • , leapt from second-and 
Witnesses'say the highway ~as icy at the time. th!rd-st0rey windows to 
RCMP were investigating, the accident, escape the inferno, wit- 
U.S.  c i t i zens starving 
BOSTON (AP) -- Con- Reagan's task force on food senator, directors " of 
tradicting ;the Reagan assistance recently charities and food pantries 
administratidn, a private• reportedthathunger'isnnta and doctors. 
commis~inn reported today • serious problem in the Their research cos{ about 
that hunger is widespread in United States, Brown said $134,000, which Brown sa{d 
• "It was horrible .to: see," 
said ten0nt Maria 
Kiropoulo.s. ':Flames were 
shooting out everY, where. I 
saw ~t..least six people 
jumpi~,g ~ut of the windows• 
"I lost everything that I 
owned, but I still. Oh'ask Gad 
for letting me escape." 
HEARD EXPLOSION 
Witnesses told' fire in- 
specters they heard a loud 
explosion and saw thick 
black smoke pouring from 
the windows. Within 
minutes flames were racing 
through the building.. 
The first of the 125 
firefighters on the Scene 
plucked some t.mants from 
the roof and upper-storey' 
windows, Beaubien said. 
Firefighters tried .to enter 
the building to look for other 
people but the flames were 
so intense they Were forced 
\ 
charred debris. An .ad- 
• joining two-storey tavern 
.and restaiurant was,gutted, 
and firefightei's later 
knocked down parts of it 
that were in.  danger of 
collapsing. 
Beaubien said the 
roomingbouse, in an ethnic 
neighborhood in the north 
central port of the city, had 
been inspected regularly 
and met city fire 
regulations. 
Tenants and firefighters 
said there had been a small 
fire a t  the rooming house 
last year, and "that the 
btiilding had been partially' 
renovated as a result. 
It's U,S.P, Oecisi0n 
'lime Again 
I f  You  Don ' t  Own . INDUSTRIAL '  
GROWTH FUND,  you  st i l l  don ' t  own 
the  best  RRSP  ecluity fund i~  
Canada!  
1 year.uP~32,9 " 
5 years;up 155.1 • 
• 10 years-up 484.0 
Contributions far 1983 should be made now and 
transfers from other RRSPs should be made at 
)kNYTIME. 
For further information on Canda's No.I the next federal election. The campaign will inelud~ slide 
shows and mountains of printed information. 
Ken Wyman, a fund raiser for the peace groups, says the 
campaign will cost up to $300,000. About $60,000 has been 
contributed to the effort. 
Most of the weekend iscussions wereclosed tothe media 
and few details were available. 
I'1 J 
f i  
"" EOPLE : About  P 
i 
said six military aircraft 
and :.a .number of private 
planes will i'esume a search 
today for . the. missing 
Cessna 31o. Aboard the 
plane were pilot Willi 
Dietrich of Vancouver and 
• passengers Dieter Mudler 
of  Vancouver and, Derrick 
Gill of'Calgary. ' 
"We had whatwe thought 
was a signal in the Helmet 
Britain gathered at the Surf Ball Room in Clear Lake, Iowa, 
during the weekend for a rock 'nO roll bash to mark the 25Oh 
anniverea~y nf the "day the music died." 
About 2,500 fans marked the anniversary ofHolly's death 
as t~ey tapped their feet and snapped their fingers to the 
musical rock 'n' roll performers, includ.ing Holly sidekick 
(Cricket) Nikl Sullivan, Bobby Vee, Tommy Roe, Buddy 
Knox and other late 1950s-style performers. 
Holly was killed in a plane crash Feb. 3, 1959, after a 
performance atthe Surf Ball Room's Winter Dance Party. 
Also killed were recording stars Rltchle ValenB and J, P. 
(The Big Bopper) Richardson. 
the United States and that 
policies nf ihe 'federal 
government are to b!ame. 
The findings of the five- 
month study by the Citizen's 
Commission on Hunger in 
New . England, Am.arleen 
Hunger Crisis, were 
released in Washington and 
Boston. 
area, but it wasn't very "H " " " ungeF.~ is widespread 
,~ strong," .Morr~s,,i :. ,sale),.. ,Bnough i:-~l~om a. me(lical 
' "That's where w.e'a'r.e~cl°.ing} ' perspective tobe  a, 
Buddy Holly fans from across the United States and our intensive searching.", epidemic,"hsaid • com- 
The plane has been. ission chairman Larry 
missing since Friday night Brown of the Harvard 
when it failed to complete a School of Public Health, 
.trip to Prince George via defiliing an epidemic as an 
Fort Nelson from Helmet, a "excessive and increasing 
private airstrip 100 prevalence" of a condition. 
kilometres east of Fort 
Nelson. 
"The weather in the search 
area Was clear and cold 
. Sunday: 
"We. had good search 
conditions, ''• Morris said. 
"We have mostly clear 
skies with some clouds, but 
they are not impeding, the 
. search al all.". 
RCMP and armed forces 
personnel set up a search 
headquarters Sunday in 
Outrageous rock singer Boy George created an identity 
problem for French immigration officials when he 
erived at Nice airport recently dressed as a Japanese 
geisha girl. 
Boy George, the lead singer of the English rock music 
group Culture Club, eventually convinced the shocked of- 
ficials he is the George O'Down identified in his passport. 
ButtheywarnedhimhewnuldnotbeallowedintoFrance Fort Nelson: About 100 
in future unless his appearance corresponds with his 'civ!lians, military per- 
passpo/"t photograph, sennei and RCMP 'are in- 
volved in the search, Morris 
A group of wives and girlfriends in ReverB, Mass. --  fed - said. 
A brief signal .from an up with their husbands and boyfriends gambling away 
payeheques in video poker games-- found a way.'to stop the electronic locater tran- 
aeUon. 'smitter-was picked up by a 
The women tipped off police, Who seized 14 machines and .Canadian Armed FarCes 
arrested, several people after weekend raids 'on five :'Buffaloajrcraftsoutheastof 
• Helmet late Friday: 
Searchers were unable to 
pinpoint he location. 
lounges: 
The i'aids capped a month-long investigation during 
which poker payoffs were mMe to undercover officers, said 
police spokesman Frank Muolo. 
Although the machines are legal, cash payoffs by bar 
owners to winners are nat. 
They came in baggy pants, checkerboard coats, mustard 
bowlers, floor-map wigs and ping-pong noses tn offer 
giggles and prayers in a tribute to the greatest laugh-getter 
of them all. 
About 50 clowns gathered with 30C other worshippers et 
London's Holy Trinity Church.- known as the clown's 
church - -  to honor the father of English clowns, Joseph 
Grimaldl, who died 147 years ago and is buried in a chur- 
chyard nearby. 
During the servicefor Grimaldi, who was born in 1779 and. 
died tn 1937, Ray, Norman McCurry implored: 
"Dear Lord, I thank you for calling me •t~) share with 
others your most precious gift of laughter, May I never 
forget hat it is your gift and my privilege .... Help me to 
remember that your foolishness is wiser than men's 
wisdom." 
Britain's militant animal rights activists have taken on 
fox bunters, fur traders and chicken farmers, to name a raw 
--, now they're going:after sport fishermen, 
l'rooping to the ai~.,of the trout, the pike. and their 
He added •"hunger is 
continuing tn grow at a 
rapid rate. There is no 
evidence that We have found 
that indicates that hunger is 
tailing nff due to im- 
provements in the economy. 
"As to why, our con- 
. clusion is that hunger exists 
as a result of clear and 
conscious government 
policies," Brown said in a 
telephone interview last 
week. 
He said commission 
members, most from 
• universities' and churches, 
investigated hunger first 
• hand in the New England 
area and reviewed every 
private and. governmental 
study of hunger since 1980. 
LOOK FOR ACTION 
Because President 
Mushers  race  
FORT ST. JOHN, B.C. (CP) -- Fifty mushers from across 
North America and more than 550 yelping, straining dogs 
charged around frozen Charlie Lake on the weekend in the 
annual Western International s ed dog races. 
Len Robb of White Fox, Sask., put his team arbuncl the 
gruelling 28-kilnmetre track in just over 52 minutes Sunday; 
taking the $1,000 first prize in the unlimited category. He 
also grabbed the $650 second prize in the 16-kilometree!ght. 
dog race held near this northeastorn B.C. community. 
Californian Mike Boaz t.ook the • $750 second prize in the 
unlimited eatogory. 
Local musher Ran Carson captured the $800 first prize in 
the eight.dog category,, b~ulding his team around the 16- 
kllometre track in less than 30 minutes. 
Volunteers began preparing for the race early Saturday 
morning, towing ol d bed springs behind snowmobiles to 
groom the track. 
Mushers in the unlimited event can have as many dogs as 
they want, Some' teams had as many as 16 animals. 
speechless cousins is'the Hunt Saboteurs' Assocli~tlon, a The sleds they pull are small, light'~vooden frames with 
clandestine army that claims fishing is among the cruelest ' runners made of the same material used in ski b~ses. 
of blood sports. ' R~es state a team must return wi'th all the dogs with 
"TO an angler, a fish is just a lump of meat that doesn't 
feel anything," said association secretary Ralph Cook. ' . 'We 
need.to get across the idea that fish feel pain." 
But, Britain's 3.5 million registered anglers -- in the 
words of a hesdline in Angling Times --  have vowed: "We 
,Shall. Not Be Moved." 
The sabateurs' association, i  its magazine Howl, advised 
its 3,600 members on how to post false health warnings in 
the •woods, drop sonic devices in the water and feed fish so 
they lose interest in bait. 
which it left. Mushers carry a beg into which they may stuff 
a lame nr exhausted og that drops out. ~ number of 
exhausted ogs were seen coming in "in the 'bag" as 
temperatures rose well above freezing, 
"' Racing dogs are usually smaller than the huskies or 
malamutes that perform [he slower, less spectacular work 
on wilderness traplinee,.. 
Mos( of the mushers will go' on to Fort Nelson for races 
next weekend and then continue on the circuit o the Yukon 
and Alaska. 
his group'would look to 
Congress foi action rather 
than 'the White. House. 
The 25 commission 
members.inciude Dr. Julius 
Richmond, former U.S.. 
surgeon general; Huberl 
Jones, dean nf the Boston 
University School of Social 
Work; Catholic Bishop 
Timothy Harrington of 
:~orcester; Robert 
~reedsteini 'director of the 
Centre on Budget and 
Policy Priorities; as well as 
a •. Massachusetts state 
a~ 
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101 iA~ ! The :IS Barbara. 
Waiters 
Special 
1 : KOMO 4
i News 
XIV Winter 





:~  Con't 
• KOMO 4 
145 NOes 
. i .  
was raised from 13 private 
foundations: 
The group did not con- 
RRSP equily fund, please complete and return 
the coupon below. 
--All figures through Octo~r 3tat, 1983. nlvldenda reinvested. Offer: 
made by prospeclus only . .  
m 
P lea  i4~ndup.to-date information on Industrial 
Growth Fund to 
eludethat hunger is more 
serious or widespread than 
in the 1960s. 
Citing federal figures that 
show more than 34 million l" 
Americans living below the I Name 
official poverty line, the '  I 
highest proportion since J Address 
1965, he said the problem- J 
wasaggravated by cuts in . I. Code 
unemployment insurance '[ 
and welfare and food stamp l 






























C; Michael O'Brlan 
PITFI ELD MACKAY ROSS LIMITED 
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I SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP 
LINE We offer support and 
uncferstendlng to vlctlms of 
sexual assault and 
harassment. Sexual abusers 
don't stop voluntarily, they 
need Intervention h;om 








4603D Park Ave. 












THE TERRACE Foster 
Parents Association meets 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
month at Northwest 
Community College. We are 
a support group for foster 
parents. If you would like to 
talk to us please call Bey 




Sundays, 7.10pm 638.1362. 
(ppd-Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
end loin" us, a family 
or ientated group, with 
family and adult activities. 
We are a local support 
group; offering friendship, 
companionship and half If 
we can to families who are 
only one parent. Come and 
loin us the One Parent 
Families Association of 
Canada. For Information 
phone Bee 635-3238 or Judy 
638-1935 Or write Box 372 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2B$. 
(ppd2-6mar) 
KSAN HOUSE Is available 
to ~Nomen and children who 
have been ,physically or 
mentally abused. If you 
need a safe" temporary 





assistance with household 
management and dally 
riving activities to aged, 
hendlcappsd, 
convalescents, chronically 
III, etc. 4619 Lakelse' 
Avenue. Phone635.5135. 
(ppd.30nev.83) 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
Soup Kitchen --  We provide 
free soup to those In need; 
this service Is provldod by 
volunteers who are 
unemployed. Donations of 
food and money are needed 
to maintain this service. 





i ~:ommonlty Servlces ~a Servlces 
2 Coming Events 24 Situations Wanted 
3 Notices 20 TV & Stereo 
4 Information Wanted 29 Musical instruments 
5 Births 30 Furnnure & Appliances 
6 Engagements 31 Pets 
7 Morrlages 32 Livestock 
8 Obituaries 33 For Sale Misc:eilaneous 
9 Card of-Thanks 35 Swap & Trade 
10 in Memorium 311 Miscellaneous Wanted 
I I  Auctions 39 Marine 
I:1 Garage Sale 40 Equipment 
13 PerSOnal 41 Machinery 
14 "Business Personal 43 For Refit Miscellaneous 
IS Found 44 Property for Rent 
16 Lost 45 Room & Board • 
19 Help Wanted 47 Suites for Rent 
~2 For.Hirq, ~ .Homes for I~ent 
49 
SO Homes for Sale 
51 Homes Wanted' 
$2 Property for Sale 
$3 Property Wanted 
54 Business Property 
5.5 Business OpPorlunlty 
56 Motorcycles 
5"/ Automobiles 
58 Trucks & Vans 
59 Mobile Homes 




69 , Tenders 
LOCAL ONLY 
20 words or less S2.00 per InMrtlon. Over 20 
WOrds S cents per word. 3 or more consecutive 
Insertions SI.SO Per insertion. 
REFUNDS 
First insertion charged for whether run or not. 
AbSOlutely no refunds after ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS 
Must be made before second Insertion. 






Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
32 cents per agate line• Minimum charge Ss.00 
per Insertion, 
LEGAL • POLITICAL Dad TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING 
37 cents per line• 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
SS.00 per line per month• On a minimum four 
month basis, 
1 'COMING EVENTS 
For Npe.Proflt Organizations. Maximum S days 
insertion prior to event for no charge. Must be 25 
words or less, typed, and submitted to our office., 
DeADLINe 
DISPLAY 
Noon two days prior to Publication day• 
CLASSIFIED 
11:00 a.m. on day previous to day of publication 
Monday to Friday• 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER other 
tbe¢ BUSINESSES WiTH AN ESTABLISHED 
ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of IS.H on I l l  N.S,F. cheques, 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS 
No charge provided news submitted within one 
~th .  
eox sw, Terrace, S.C. Home I~lllvory 
VOG 414 Phone 6|5-4SO0 






Card of Thanks 6.00 
. In Memorlum 6.00 
9ver 60 words, S cents each additional w~fd." • 
PHONE 63,5.63,57 - -  Classified Advertising" 
Department-. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Effective October i ,  1110 
Single Copy 2Sc 
By Carrier mth. S3.SO 
By Carrier year 3S.00 
By Mall 3 rathe, gS,00 
By Msli 6 mths. 35,00. 
By Mall • I yr. 58.00 
Senior Citizen I Yr. 30.00" 
Brltlsh Commonwealth and Unlted,States of 
America 1 yr. 6S.00 
The Herald reserves the right to classify ads 
under appmprlate headlngs and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page lOCation. 
The Herald reserves the*right.to revise, edit, 
classify or reject any advertisement end to 
retain any answers directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service and to repay the Customer the sum 
paid for the advertisement efi~l box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will 
be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are 
received. Those answering .Box Number,, are 
requested not to send originals of documents Io 
avoid loss. All clalmsof erl"ora In advertisements 
must be received by the Publisher within 30 days 
after the first I)ublicatlon. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space 
that the liability Of the Herald In the event of 
failure to publish an advertisement or in the 
event of an error eg~arlng In the advorfls, mon! 
• ~S published shall be limited to the amount pald 
by the adverlil;er for only one Incorreof Insertion 
for the POrtion of the advertising sPace occupied" 
by the incorrect or omitted item only, and that 
there shall be no liability to any extents greater 
than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Advertisements must comply with the British 
Columble Human Rlghts Act which pmhlblts any 
advertising that discriminates against eOY 
PerSon because of his race, religion, sex, color, 
nationality, ancestry or place of origin, or 
because his age ls between 44 and 65 years, 
unless the condition Is Justified by s bone fide 
re~Wlrement for 1he work Involved. 
TERRACE 
KITIMAT d 
Class i f ied  " " Mml.m Form 
Your  Ad ....................................................... . . . . . . .  
Name . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address  ............................... 
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of Days  . . . . . . . . .  
C lass l f lcat lon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . .  Send ad along w i th  
cheque or money order  to: 
20 words or  less: $2 per day  DAILY  H E RALD 
$4.50 for  three consecut ive days 3010 Ka lum St. 
$6 for four consecut ive days Terrace,  B.C. 
$7,50 for f ive consecut ive days VaG 2M7 
TERRACE WOMEN'S J 
RESOURCE CENTRI~ " ]  
I~;op.ln centre; support. 
service for women,[ 
Information;. •.referral; 
lending library; bookstore,: 
counsel l lng~ supp0rt l  
groups. .,' .~ 
4542 Park Avenue; . 
open 12.4 p.m. weekdays'~'~ 
(ppd-7mo-30Mar 84)" 
AI~ANON MEET INGS 
~onday at Mills Memorla~:~ 
Hespltol, at 8pm Ph0~d 
Isabel 635.9359 or Gloria 63,5-. 
5546. 
, (ppd-23mar84) 
EVERY THURSDAY • at: 
7:00 p.m. In the Hospital 
Pysch Unit these is a movie 




ACTION CENTRE - -  We 
• are a non-government 
agency that provides advice 
and counselling to the 
unemployed. Our services 
are free. If you need help 
w i th  Unemployment  
Insurance problems or 








~ducatlon Ass'n. is 
concerned With upholding 
the right to life of the 
Innocent from conception to 
natOral death. Active and 
Sbpport lng members  
welcome. Phone Roberta 
635-7749 or Mark at 635.se41. 
(ppd-30iune.84.) 
A.A. MEETINGS 
Monday--8:30 p.m., .~ 
(Clesed) ~ .... :,.. 
Unitod'Church 
4907 Lazelle ' 
"l;;Jesday--8:30 p.m. 
(Open SPeaker) 
Sacred Hea~'t Church 
4830 Straum.e 
Wednesday-- S:30 p.m. 
(Women's Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Thursday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
F r iday ,  8:30 p.m. 
(Open) 




Hespital Psych Unit 




• 4726 Lazell e ~'1 
24 hrs. - -  638-8195 
Alanon Meetlng 
Mollday 8:00 p.m. 
Hospital Psych Unlt 
ppd.311an84) 
CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French" [Terrace Chapter) 
Monthly meeting is held " 
every last Wednesday of 
every month at 8:00 p.m. at 
KNOW YOUR R IGHTS-  
The ~/omen's Centre and 
Unemployment Action 
Centre wil l  host a. two.pert 
workshop on " welfare 
(G.A.I.N.) rights. February 
14 and 15 from 9:15 - 11:1S 
a.m. In the Green Room of 
the Terrace Hotel. Free 
chlldcare can be arranged 
by calling 638.0228,12.4 p.m. 
weekdays. 
(ncS-7feb.) 
DANCE - -  Sat., Feb. j4. 
51~nsored by the ,Terrace 
Day Care Society. Tickets 
at Kelly's Stereo Mart or 
Northern deLights Natural 
F(~xls. Music by the Re- 
Sessions. Phone 635-3424 or 
638.1713. 
(nc3-Sfeb.) 
EVENT: YOUNGrART OF 
• B.C. sponsored by Emily 
Carr College of Art. 
.January 31 to February 11. 
Tuesday thru Friday 12-3; 7. 
9. Saturday 12.3. Terrace 
Art Gallery (Library, 
Basement) 
(hcS.3feb; 5-10feb) 
THE ANNUAL' general" 
meeting of the Terrace 
PUblic library wi|l be held 
on Thursday,16 Feb. at 7:30 
in the library meeting rqom. 
There will be an election of 
officers for 1984. Everyone 
is welcome and coffee will 
be served. 
(ncs.10feb) 
' TERRACE BADMINTON 
club will be hosting a fun 
tournament Feb. 11 and 12. 
There will be 2 events - 
doubles and mixed doubles. 
To'register be at ,'rhornhlll 
Jr. Sec.,Sat. Feb. 11 9am 
sharp. There will be a 
banquet to follow Sat. 
evening. Everyone 
welcome. Come alone or 
I~rlnga friend. (ncS.10feb) 
TOTEM SADDLE Club 
Dqnce., March 3 9pm.2am. 
Band: "Shot the Moon" 
S]5.00 per Couple, midnight 
lunch. Thornhlll 
Community Hall. Tickets 
available at: Co.op Feed 




on Sexual AssaUlt and 
Battering will be available 
February 3-! 1 In the 
Terrace Shopping Cenh;e. A 
book sale, free pamphlets, 
coffee and a display of the 
CA.R.E. Kit (Recently 
adopted by  School Dletrlct 
88) will be available. Learn 
how to talk to children about 
sexual assault. Sponsored 
by Ksen House Socloty. 
(nc,10feb) 
THE TERRACE Chapter of 
the Diabetic Assoc. Is 
holding• an Important 
Meeting Feb. 8 atT:30 p.m. 
In the Education Room at 
Mills Memorial Hasp. All 
members and Interested 
parsons please attend. 
(ncS.8feb) 
THE TERRACE public 
presents . "The the Kltl K'Shan staffroom, library 
For more Information call ': Magic Carpet" Tues. at 3:30 




Breastfeedlng , Support 
Group will hold Its monthly 
meeting Tues. Feb. 7 8pm at 
4626 Munthe. New morns 
with questions are Invited to 
attond. Topic: Introducing 
solids. Babies are welcome. 
Support members needed. 
(nca.7feb) 
BIRTHRIGHT MONTHLY 
meeting will be held at 4822 
Davis St. at 7:30 p.m. on 
Monday, Feb. 6th. Anyone 
Interested In  Blrthrlght's 
work Is welcome to attend. 
(nc4-6feb.) 
LADIES AUXILIARY to the 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch No.13 Terrace 
regular monthly meet ing ,  
will be held Tues. Feb. 7 at 
• 8pm In the Legion. All 
members are urged to 
• please attend. 
(nc3-7fe.b) 
Puppets, Filmstrips and a 
good time for all children 
aged 6 .8  years. 
Please register In 
advance by calling /he 
library at 638.8177 
There Is no clmrge. 
(nc4-7feb). 
THE REGULAR monthly' 
meeting of the Catholic 
Women's League o f  
Canada, Terrace Council, 
wlil'be held on Wednesday, 
Feb. 8, 1984, In the Verltes 
School Library following the 
7:30 p.m. Mass. All 





Sales & Service 
|~xle 
63S-7096 




120po off custom framing 
and art prints 
(reproductions). 
Northern Light Studio 
• 4120 Halllw~ll Ave., 
Terra ca.. 638.1403 
(acc21.29feb.) 
PART.TIME •SPLIT shift 
work available. For more 
Information phone 635-2914. 
Aurora Animal Hospital. 
(acc3-efeb) 
W/~NTED AN artist with 
some commercial 
"experience but will consider. 
allapplicants. Apply to 3220 



















No Iobs to small, all lobs 
cons idered.  Very 
reasonable rates. Phone 
638-1762 or  r 635.5939. 
(P20-7feb.) 
'WILL DO laundry . . . . .  
service. Reasonable rates. 
1:,o Inquire call 638.1396. 
-. (sff) 
WORK WANTED-- House 
repair, carpenter, painting, 
some plumbing, & 
appliance repair. Phone 638. 
• 0601 Ask for Larry. 
(plO.13teb). 
LIC LOG SCALER F.B.M., 
cubic metric, A.D.S., 5 
years experience. Add S 
years experience" D.L.S. 
heavy equipment operator, 
seeks relocation -Terrace'. 
Prince Rupert area. Wlto • 
I.F.A., "A"  ticket- 2 years 





SIGN UP NOWI 
Beginning Feb. 13th: 
Kids classes S2S.00 
Adult classes SS0.00 '. 





FOR SALE--4 channel I~.A. 
system with 2 columns. 
Great for bands. Best offer 
to $800 takes. Also for sale 
guitar amplifier. Phone 635- 
9301 anytime. 
(ncs.10feb) 
FIVE YEAR OLD male 
Blue.Gold Macaw. Very 
friendly, excellent health 
with large cage. $2,500. or 
offers. Phone 639.9805 after 
• 1:00 p.m. 
(PS-Tteb.) 
UNIQUE PROGRAMS ON 
TAPE FOR VIC20 
Biorythm, flnanclah 
educational, etc. 5 
.programs 'for $12.00. P.O. 
~lox 18, Kltlmat, B.C. VaG 
2G6. 
(p$-efeb) 
FOR SALE-- panesonlc 
Speaker. Phone. Plugs 
Int0 lack outlet. Walnut 
brown. Retail price 
$149.. Asking $I00. Call 
638.1235 after 5 p.m. 
• (ncstf-ffn) 
WANTED TO BUY-- 
Frldge In good condition. 
Phone 63"5-4448. 
(p2-7feb). 
3 BEDROOM basement 
suite. Fireplace, frldge and 
stove. Available 
Immediately. Phone 636- 
1979. 
(p3.afeb) 
FOR RENT- -2  bedroom 
self-contained apartment 
with frldge and stove. At 
3936 N|ountvlew Ave. Phone 
635.2577 to view. 
(p24.17feb) 
ONE BEDROOM suites 
Low refits. Close to town 
and shopping. Phone 635- 
6155 days, 638-1533 to 635- 
9080 evenings. 
~,~': ' ;k~ " %~ ~ il ;~CC.sopt2-tfn) 
W~DGREEN 
APARTMENTS-- I, 2 and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Downtown Incallty, 
Complete wlth dlshwesher, 
fireplace, frldge, stove and 
drapes. Undercover 
parklng. Securlty entrance. 
Phone 635.9317. 
' (accsept12ffn) 
ONE & TWO BEDROOM 
Apts. Good rates. Call 
manager any time for 
appointment to view. Phone 
635.4547. 
(acc21dec.ffn) 
TWO BEDROOM duplex for 
rent In town. Frldge & 




RENT-- For gentleman 
with kitchen facilities. 
Phone 635.5893. 
(p20-Pfeb) 
ONE BEDROOM apt. fully 
furnished. Two blocks from 
centre of town. Call after 
5pm 635-6672~ , 
(p4-7feb) 
I I 
ONE"  BEDROOM & 
Bache lor  Sultes. 
Avallalbe Immedlately. 
Frldge" and stove 
Included. Sauna and 
recreotloo room. 635. 
9023 or 635-5189 to vlew. 
(p20-15feb) 





1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
Spacious & clean. 
Extras Include: Heat, 
hot water, laundry 
facilities, storage locker 
& parking. References 
required as of Feb. 1414. 
Please phone 635.5224. 
(acc25jan-ffn) 
i i 
FOR SALE OR RENT-- 3 
bedroom condo. 1,040 sq. ft. 
plus full basement. Frldge 
and stove Included. No pats. 
Phone 635.3934. 
(p10-17feb) 
"3 BEDROOM home, 
including frldge and stove. 
New wall to wall carpet. 
Close to town. Phone 635. 
3806. 
(pS.10feb) 
1 BEDROOM unit In  
Thornhill. Stove & frldge 
Included. Available Feb, 1 
S275 per month. Phone 635. 
4453, 
(p3.31feb) 
THREE BEDROOM condo 
-- No pets. NS0.00 per,• 
month. Available March 1. 
638-1698. 
(PS-7tob.) 
ATTRACTIVE 3 bedroom 
unfurnished uplex 1250 sq. 
ft. living area with storage 
room and garage In town. 
aS25 per month. Available 
Feb. 15 Phone ¢15-2676 after 
2 BEDROOM house In 
Thornhlll. Electric heat, 
wood stove, frldge' and 
stove. References required. 
S400 month plusdamage 
deposit. Phone 635.4447. 
(pS-Pfeb) 
~~ ~,~. i~ :~,<~,  * .-. , 
ur~ ~ l  
HOME FOR SALE-- 5 
bedroom house on fully 
landscaped fenced lot, Close 
to town and schools, Fruit 
trees, garden, greenhouse, 
Asking $70,000. 635-4312,. 
(sff) 
EXCELLENT TWO 
bedroom starter home - -  
990 sq. ft. Wood.oil heat, 
centrally located. $56,500. 
Phone 635.7351. 
(PS-Tfeb.) 
3 BEDROOM HOME 
Partlallyf'lnlshed 
basement, garden area, 
greenhouse, near 
schools and churches. 
Asking $72,000. View at 
4810 Scott Ave. Phone 
635-2820 between 9am. 




FOR SALE-- Spacious 3 
bedroom home on Lakelse 
Lake. Wood.electric heat. 
W.W carpet throughout. 
Fireplace, large metal 
suite, 1000 sq. ft. Entrance shop, carport. Call 798.2522 
and driveway private. Close ' after 4pro. 
to SkeenaSec. School Stove. 
and frklge. Drapes & some 
furniture Included. $350 per 
moofh. No pets. Available 
Mar~ 1.84 Phone 635.5501 or 
635-2643... : . .  • 
. ~:,,, .... (p4-Pteb) 
" .  • R 
TnRAULT I 1 '  q "" PLACE r~ ' APARTMENTS 
Frldg~, stove, "drapes,* 
carpeting off street 
park ing ,  secur i ty  "' 
system. 
Rent,. sta.. it 
Sa o 




MUST SELL- -  
Condominium. Asking price 
S34,~00BO. Drive by 7-4717 
Walsh or phone 638.1698 for 
appointment o view. 
(p20-20feb) 
FAMILY HOME on quiet 
paved street. 1120 sq. ft. 
main floor ;:assists of 3 
bedrooms, kitchen, dining 
room, living room end beth. 
Two bedrooms, den, 
laundry room, bath and 
unfinished work shop 
downstairs. Carport, 
greenhouse and small 
garden. Asking price 
$69,000. Otters considered. 
'2304 Everygreen St. 635. 
,%69. 
(p10-13feb) 
S BEDROOM home on t/2 
acre on Skeena St. Sauna, 
garden ares, barn, 2 
fireplaces, $90,000 OBO 
Phone 635.2485 after Spin. 
(PS-Meb) 
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• At the same time, military aid to Umso governments . Before the 1974 leftist revolution thai overthrew the late • . • ...• L 
who are fighting communist guerillas should be in- Emperor ilaile Selassie, the United Slates held a by trained staff who resped */~~•:"" '• {.~ 
creased four or five-fold If those governments once predominant I~sition in Ethiopia. and care for.our tenants " * i'~.i.~/ .. 
ep in  agree to be bound by the human rights issue. Relalions plunged uring Ihe 1977:78 Ogd'den war between 968 ....... And that Is the essence of the Klasinger report, which ' 
, suddenly has become a target for.Canadian leftists, Ethiopia. and Sol,/dla When the United States supported Telephone: 635.5  . . . . . . .  • 
allowing them to exercise their ehdemle anti- Somalia, while IheSnvlel Union, which had long supported 
Americanism. Sonmlia, switched :sides and threw Its support behind Property Stewards Western Ltd, , .... /i 
.. , , F, lhiopia's new. revolutionary authorities. 
Page 10,  T h e  Herald, Monday, February 6, 1 9 8 4  ~o " : L  " :~  : . J n ~ . ,~  " F . ' ' 4 d " * " " n ' ' ' 
Diplomat's body found 
BIRMINGHAM, England demanded a ransom of $1.4 
(CP) -- The body Of an million U.S. and the release 
Indian diplomat has been 
found two days after he was 
kidnapped in a suburb of 
Britain's second-largest 
city, police said today. 
A police spokesman said 
the body, found in a farm 
[lane about 32 kilomezres 
~southeast of Birmingham, 
:had been identified as 
of Kashmiris held by the 
Indian government. The 
letter" described 1the Kash. 
miris as political prisoners. 
It said the kidnapped 
d!plomat would be shot dead 
unless the demands were 
met by 2 p.m. EST Satur. 
day. 
A spokesman for the West 
~Ravindra Hareshwa ," Midlands police told 
~Mhatre, 48, No, 2 man at the Reuters today the body was 
~lndian Consulate in Bir- found Sunday night in the 
i:.mingham, driveway to a farm at 
~ Mhatre was abducted on Hinckley, Leicestershire. 
~:his way home from work' Assistant Chief Constable 
FHday night. David Gerry said the cause 
Responsibility for the of  death has not been 
!:kidnapping wasclaimedby established but that the 
]:a little-known group called diplomat's death is being 
ithe Kashmir Liberation -treated as a murder. 
i!Army. ' SAW HUDLED MEN 
~! In a letter delivered to Police said a witness told 
~:Reuters news agency in them Sunday he saw a 
?-London late 'Friday, the group of men bundling 
~.Kashmir Liberation Army another into a car near 
.  REP RT.. 
" 
Mhatre's 5ome Friday 
evening about:the time the 
diplomat would .have been 
returning home from work. 
Mhatre, 48, had a wife,and 
a 13-year-old daughter and 





On May 2, 1986, the gates will open to the most ex- 
citing and ~portant international event o take piece 
in Canada during the rest of the century. And it is hap- 
peulng right In our own back-yard; right in downtown 
BHtish Columbia. 
I am speaking, of course, of Expo 86. 
As minister responsible for Expo, I have a unique 
vantage poInt from which to witness the progress and 
etopment of British Columbia's efforts to host a 
world exposition. I would like to take this opportunity 
to explain a little about his fantastic event which will 
happen in our province. 
There are two types of world fairs: universal nd 
special category. Expo 86 has been sanctioned by the 
Bureau of Ifiternatlonni Expositions as a special 
category event focussing on trunspertatlon a d com- 
munlcaUon; Its theme will be "Man in Motion". 
The fair will be an opportunity for participating ex- 
blbltors to display to the world their achievements and 
aspirations. Nations will be able to compare the level 
of their own technology and development with others, 
and the possibilities for opening up avenues of learn- 
Ing, cooperation and exchange are endless. 
The government of British Columbia Initiated the 
Idea of hosting this international event as the Ideal way 
to celebrate two important events in our province. In 
1886 the first CPR train arrived at Pacific tidewater, so 
1986 will commemorate the 100th anniversary of this 
vital development I  Canadian history. 
The centennial of the City of Vancouver will also 
occur in 1986, an important reason for the location of 
the E_.xpo site in British Columbia's largest metropolis. 
• me progress to date has been almost phenomenal. 
The number of international participants I  growing 
almost daily, the constroctlon of the fair site is on 
schedule and the economic impact figures have had to 
be revised upwards to reflect he anticipated increase 
In foreign visitors. 
Last week I had the very great pleasure ofannoun- 
cIng the participation atExpe 86 by the Soviet Union. 
In keepIng with the exposition theme, it is expected 
that the Soviets will have a large pavilion exhibiting 
their technological chievements inspace and other 
areas of transportation. 
The participation f the Soviet Union in British Col- 
umbin's exposition brings to 26 the number of foreign 
nations who will have a presence at Expo. To date, 
other major exldbltors will be the United States, Great 
Brltnin, Australia, France, Kenya and Spain. 
Negotiations are actively under way with many 
other countries and I anticipate making further major 
mmo .uncemants, possibly within the next few weeks. 
In nil It Is expected that over 40 nations will par- 
ticipate. All Canadian provinces and the territories will , 
have pavWons as will several American states. Up- 
wards of 30 major International corporations will con- 
stroct heir own pavilions to exhibit heir technological 
and communications products. 
But the expesltinn will be more than Just a trade 
fair. The communications, a pect of the fair will offer 
international participants he opportunity to exhibit 
their cultural heritage and diversity. 
The World Festival, the most prestigious of the Ex- 
pe's performing arts programs, will feature approx- 
imately 250 performances byworld class orchestras, 
opera, theatre and dance companies. Expo 86 and the 
Royal Bank, which is co-sponsoring the event, have 
JoIntly created a unique partnership between the arts 
and the private sector, a partnership which may prove 
to be the most novel and beneficial to a performing arts 
festival by a private corporation. 
All of British Columbia will be able to participate 
in, contribute to, and benefit from Expo 86. Ac- 
commedation a d holiday experiences can be provided 
by regions throughout the province; each e0mmunity 
can design and develop programs to attract the 
estimated 16 million visitors to their area of British 
Columbia. Expe 86 will be the'biggest tourist up. 
rtunity of this centnry; a stepping stone to B.C.'s 
ure as a tourist destination with a world-wide 
reputation. 
In addition, the Expe Feslival will utilize B.C. pro- 
fe~iunal performers as well as amateur bands and 
choirs as part of the on.site ntertainment. 
Exp9 86 will be the most important and exciting 
event o happen in British Columbia, not Judy because 
of the International exhibitors, or the magnificent 
scenery of our province, or the quality of famous ar- 
tists who perform here. It is the people of our province 
who will make Expe 86 the success that we all feel It 
eanbe. 
I have every confidence that we will demonstrate 
to the world that British Columbia is ready to ssoume a 
lz~itlou and role of Increasing Importance on the world 
stage. 
months, living in the Bir- 
mingham suburb of Bartley 
Green. -.. 
Before the witness came 
forwar d, the diplomat was 
last seen waiting at a bus 
stop in central Bir- 
mingham,which has a large 
immigran.t population from 
the Indian sub-continent. 
Police said earlier they 
had not previously heard of 
the Kashmir Liberation 
Army and had received no 
contact about the kid- 
napping. The Birmingham- 
based Jammu . Kashmir 
Liberation Front, men- 
tioned as a contact group in 
the kidnappers' tatement; 
also said it had not heard of 
the army and disavowed 
"terrorism." Sister and brother team, Alaine Sparks and Earl Hovland, qHists Wh o provided their talents to entertain the audience 
provided smooth vocals for contemporary ballads: Ear l  of 250. 
The Himalayan state of was also playing for the Jamboree Band, a local group of Kashmir has been divided 
between India and Pakistan' " 
since independence from 
Britain in1947, and two- akthrough made in saving jobs thirds of it is ruled by India. Bre Both India and Pakistan 
claim sovereignty over the 
whole area. "~': '~:' " ~ : ' ~ " 
HALIFAX (CP) - .  A ' "  plan, negotiated by the provides for.a considerable the dompany were con- major fish processors built The kidnappers' demands 
were made in a typed letter 
delivered by hand to 
Reuters' "Fleet ' Street, 
London, headquarters. The 
letter named several Kash- 
mitts held in India the group 
wanted released and be 
allowed to return to Kash. 
mir. 
breakthrough was an- federal and provincial infusion of equity by both ducted Under the threat that up debts estimated at more 
nounced Sunday in.:the ef~ governments and supported the public and the private the'Bank of Nova Scotia than $250 million before 
fort to save National. Sea by. three banks, the eom- sector, but did not say how would, move in and try to Ottawa came up with. 
th°usandsofjobsitproVides ~ P r ° d u c t s  Lt . ,:and : he pany's restructuring, much. retrieve outstanding loans restructuring plans for the 
committee and a group of EXPECTS APPROVAL of more than $75 million. industry. 
in small coastal • corn- private investors•. Frank Covert, head 0~ the The bank, after ad- Over.expansion, high 
munities in the Atlantic The plan would leave restructuring committee, Vuncing initial deadlines, interest rates and stiff 
provinces• ' controlof the ia'rgest fishing said the National Seaboard hsd said it would call its foreign competition drove 
National Sea's board will and processing company on is likey to approvethe plan. loans Feb. 23 if a deal were them to the wall after they 
be vresented today with a the East Codst in the private "We' are prepared to say not worked out " in the bought more plants and 
sector, giving privaie in. to the bo~ard it supplies.just meantime, added to their fleets in 
publLshed book,.Red Carpet, by Joseph Finder. 
Finder sets the tone for the book wl~: the corn- 
ment, "Paradoxically, in the land of soeiaIlsm more 
than anywhere else In the world, Amerlean capitalists 
are treated like royalty." What does the man mean, 
now? 
Well, perhaps it's not such a •paradox really; the 
Russians are noted f~r their ability to say one thing and 
do another. They talk of pcace and shoot down an 
airliner With 269 people aboard. •They denounce 
western imperialism ~vhfle pushing their own armies 
into Afghanistan and their surrogates into Africa and 
South East Asia. " 
b They talked of detente in the '70s; meanwhile they 
ullt up a commanding lead in deliverable first~strike 
nuclear .weapons. Now they're not talking about 
aemnte anymore. The military is ascend~nt; ~there Is
some doubt as to whether the party runs thing s'even, 
as Rt~slun foreign policy becomes more natl0nalistic, 
prompting comparisons with the objectives ofthe bad 
old Czars. 
So really, nothing shouldsurprise us aleut he Rus- 
sians, except perhaps that we should still be surprised 
at all. * 
The links between big business and the Soviet 
Union go back a long way. 
Oilman Armand Hammer, whose father Julius 
founded the American Communist party, was meeting 
with Lenin as far back as 1921. Then for three decades," 
"this confidante of Rockefeller and Roosevelt and many 
other establishment decision makers developed the 
~ant Occidental Petroleum Co. 'into a company that 
would be ideally salted to trade with the Soviet Union', 
says Finder. In the process, Hammer became a 
regular traveller to ~e Soviet Union and was a's well 
regarded there as he was in the U.S. 
Another Rockefeller confidante, Cyrus Eaton, was 
also highly favoured by the Soviet leadership nthe late. 
'50s and '60s. Apart from being hugely wealthy, Eaton 
was one of the originators ofthe llttle known Pugwash 
conferences. 
Pugwash is a Small village in ]~ova Scotia• Eaion 
bought a nearby estate'and turned it int0a Sort of 
se¢isi dub cure conference centre for international 
statomen and thinkers. Puewash Conferences are held 
on a regular basis and there is some reason to think 
that their de]|berations have great effect upon the for- 
mation of American policy, especially through the 
Democratic party. The Infamous British pacifist Ber- 
if'and Russell had a lot to do with Pugwash at one time, 
so that wlll glvesome idea of the kind of policles It pro. 
muted 
It 'was around.1957, wbenPugwash Was establtsh- 
ed, that the concept of nuclear deterrence, or mutual 
assured destruction, was popularly promoted. Some 
well known Pugwash graduates had a hand In that oo. 
The idea was that nuclear war was not winnable, so 
pesce was stabilized. 
']'he troth was that the U.S.S.R. cOuld not win a 
nuclearwar at that tl~ze. The U.S. and Great Britain 
could have ddne so. . 
Now the situation has changed. The Russians firm. 
ly believe that they cOuld win such an event, not 
perhaps without casualties inthe 20 million range, but 
that is to them an acceptable loss. This seemingly ow 
figure• is made possible by the excellent civil defence 
p~gram of shelters which they have promoted over 
last decade and the accompanying atmosphere of
warpreparedness. • 
Meanwhile, we contInue to be told thai z~uclear war 
la unwlunable and that anything wedo to counter Bus- 
dan arms, anch as deploying the cruise missile, is 
destabilizing. 
• Remember too the great truck plant on the Volga; 
the world's largest, designed in the west and financed 
by western banks, busily turoin 8 out milltaz7 vehlelea. 
• Consider also our own oontributlon to the Russtsn war 
effort, cheap wheat, without which their whole 
economy would collapse. 
FInder's book Isn't light readIng, but .it would 
repay careful study with new Insights on some'of the 
key Issues of inday'sworld. 
vestors ~0 per  cent of, 
common shares, Fisherie~ 
Minister Pierre De Bane 
and his Nova Scotia 
counterpart, John Leefe, 
said in a joint an. 
nouncement. - toward it. 
The federal 'go~,ernment 
would hold 20 per cent of the 
shares, a departure from an 
earlier proposal that Nova The 
Scotia had -angrily in- 
terpreted as a bid for 
government control of the 
fishery. 
about everything • the National Sea's head office 
company needed," he said isin Hallfax but its presence 
'in an interview. "It is up to is felt in fishing:villages and 
the board to decide but 1 towns in far.flung parts of 
have no doubt in the •world Nova Scotia, Newfoun- 
they will decide favorably, dland, New Brunswick and 
Prince Edward." Island, 
"I also have flu doubt the where it runs a network of 
shareholders, will approve plants and. sends, its. 
it." " trawlers to sea. 
announcement, did SHOULD GROW 
not identify the 'banks. Its role would be even 
However, National Sea's mo~'e p rvasive if a strategy 
main lenders have been the agreed upon earlier is 
Bankof Nova Scotia and the carried through. National 
: The acrimony dropped off Royal Bank:of. Canada. aod Sea.is to ab~z;b most of the 
suddenly as "De. Bane and there have been report~i ::assei~ Of ~ndiher fishing 
Leefe expressed hope that Toronto Dominion - Bank giant, H. B. Nickersen and 
endangered National Sea also has a role in the SonsLtd. of North Sydney, 
jobs now could be saved, restructuring. 'N.S. 
They said the agreement Weeks of talks to salvage • ,Atlantic Canada's four 
response to Canada's 
declaration of a 200-mile 
exclusive fishing zone in,  
1977. 
Now, Fishery Products 
Ltd. and the Lake Group 
Ltd., both of St. John's, 
Nfld., and smaller interests 
are being drawn together 
into one huge corporation i
Newfoundland under a plan 
involving more than $100 
million in federal and 
provincial money and $14 
million in invested equity by 
the Bank of Nova Scotia. 
The National Sea- 
Hickerson deal would 
complete the corporate 
restructuring on the East 
Coast. 
bus iness  . d i rectory  
J BLE E Local Stock: A LECTRIC 
A complete line of Janitorial Supplies for Motel, 
Hotel, Hospital and Industry. 
"FREE DEL IVERY"  " 
Weekly Delivery to Kltlmif 
: ' . . t 
635 5501 ". 
mo KEITH AVENUE " TERRACE . • . , 
I 
WARNING - - ' - -  
PREMISES~':;PROTECTE D BY 




: 'ELECTRONIC, BURGLAR 
• ALARM SYSTEMS L 
D&D CATERING 




,Book nowfor that Spring. 
• Summer event. , or  
Windshield & Auto Glass'' ICBC ~!aims 
Specialists Handled 




eMmomcv NO. 6ss..s3 
NEW 
MOBILE HOMES 
on display In Pine Park 
~t  up, skirted, ready for occupancy 
Energy. Efficient & Affordable 
3889 Mul ler  Ave. 635.9418. 
• / 
FOR LEASE 
Commercial  or Warehouse Space 
. A t the  cornerbf  Keith, Kenney & Pohle 
--three units, 1737 sq. ft. each with store fronts. 
--one unit, 1800 sq. ft. with sto~'e front.. 
,one unit, 951 sq. if:, with 14x14 overhead oor. 
Call DAVE 'M©KEOWN 
:~ 635-7459 
. . . . . . .  
'" ~ '  , 
,' 4711 A KEITH 330 ENTERPRISE 
TERRACE KITIMAT 
638.1166 ' 632-4741 ,
I I I I IIII I 
, Ou ,w/ay  PHONE SILL Terrace, B.C• VIG 4PI 
. . . ; . .  638.11765 
i J I i Ill l I ' ' 
For/information on run n ingy0ur/ad: in the busi ness 
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